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Two presidential candidates visit "Maine
Foster, Feiss go on whirlwind tour of university; meet ofand greet faculty, students
By Ernest Scheyder
News Editor
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of
tial candidate Brian Foster discusses hit
ideas for improving higher education if he
is chosen for the position. Behind him is
search committee member Ross Bartlett.

FAIR DEAL — University

UM Dining
Services
sponsors
health fair
By Pattie Barry
Copy Editor
Editor's note: This is part
one of a two-part series on the
future of Dining Services. Look
for part two this Thursday.
As students walked into
York Commons Wednesday
night, they were greeted with
fresh fruits, vegetables, low fat
dips piled high on display; a
stir-fry bar, exotic breads and
seafood and for dessert, fruity
crepes and smoothies. Red and
white tablecloths draped the
tables surrounded with students, and games and information tables lined the walkways.
By 5:30 p.m., the first Dining
Services' health fair was in full
swing, helpping to show students how "to make healthy
choices with what you normally could eat," executive chef
Glenn Taylor explained.
Like Bowdoin and Bates, the
See DINING on Page 7

The University of Maine is
one step closer to selecting a
new president. Two candidates, Geoffrey Feiss and
Brian Foster, visited campus
last week and met with staff,
faculty and students in a
whirlwind tour designed to
introduce both the campus
and the candidates to one
another.
Foster visited Memorial
Union's Multipurpose Room
on Wednesday to a crowd of
approximately 20 students.
Foster explained that for the
first part of his life he wasn't
even planning on a career in
academia. He didn't attend
college until his late 20s and
previously was employed selling everything from insurance
to cemetery plots.
college]
to
"[Going
changed my life in an indi-

fruition as president
UMaine.
"I'd like to provide access
to high-quality education,"
Foster said.
Foster fielded a variety of
questions from students on a
plethora of topics during the
meeting. He said that a college degree used to be the key
to unlocking the door to success, but now it is fast becoming a necessity.
"That's changed the way
higher education works a lot,"
he said. "The future is going
to be set by places like
Maine."
When asked to explain his
feelings on research at a university, Foster said he feels
that research is linked to the
nature and mission of higher
education.
"It's important to understand how complex research
universities are," he said.
"I'm very committed to hid,.s..tiL II "

He explained his passion
for higher education and ways
in which he could bring some
of his ideas for change to

as

president,

Foster said he would make a
concerted effort to meet with
See VISIT on Page 2
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presidential candidate Geoffrey Feiss talks
with students about his fascination with universities and elaborates on his credentials
with personal anecdotes.

Alfond Arena
expansion
on schedule
By Randy Perkins
For The Maine Campus
Anyone who frequents the
University of Maine campus is no
stranger to construction. In recent
years, the construction of two new
academic buildings, a residence hall,
several renovations and multiple
reconstructions of Memorial Union's
steps hasn't affected campus life.
At the entrance to the university sits the newest testament to university construction: Alfond
Arena. For the past school year,
an addition to our house of hockey has been in the process of renovation to honor Maine's most
famous hockey coach, Shawn
Walsh.
OOMPH::: PHOTO BY MEGAN MARSANSKIS
Tolling in at $3.1 million, the
ENGINEERING NEEDED — The new addition to Barrows Hall between Neville and the
Shawn Walsh Hockey Center
received a large amount of its
Machine Tool lab has recently raised concerns about inefficient energy use.
funding from philanthropist
Harold Alfond, and by private
funds raised by the athletic departfeel
ment. According to a Jan. 2003
they
that
Plant, the university's records of building in particular
By Melanie Morin
has
release, "In an effort to
press
university
the
that
energy conservation and costs have is evidence
For The Maine Campus
others to give to the
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On Oct. 22 of last
board of trustees currently review- with decades of experience in thering plans to create a $9 million co- modynamics. Critics of the co-genSee ALFOND on Page 3
See BARROWS on Page 3
generation facility by the Steam eration facility often refer to one
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COMMUNITY Old Town man summonsed for
LAMPUS CALENDAR
possession of Schedule Z drug
r--I
THEMAINE
Monday, Apr. 4 , 2005
Aquacize class
Class will be held from 5:45
to 6:45 a.m. in Memorial
Gymnasium Wallace Pool. For
more information contact
Thad Dwyer on FirstClass.
Candidate meeting
An open faculty meeting
with presidential candidate
Mary Ann Rankin will be held
from 9 to 10:30 a.m. in the
Bangor
Room, Memorial
Union. For more information
contact Heidi Carlow at 5811512.
Candidate meeting
Open professional and
classified staff meeting with
presidential candidate Mary
Ann Rankin will be held from
10:40 to 11:40 a.m. in
Memorial
Union
Bangor
Room. For more information
contact Heidi Carlow at 5811512.
Counseling lecture
Maureen Anderson will give
talk titled "Building Resilience
and Reducing Anger in
Children and Adolescents
Through a Forgiveness-Based
Model of Counseling" in
Memorial Union Coe Room at
12:15 p.m. For more information contact Rex Norris at
581-4145.
Bible study
The Wilson Center will host
a Bible study at 4 p.m. For
more information contact Rev.
Timoth Sylvia at 866-4227 or
on FirstClass.
Aerobic class
A Butts & Gutts class will
be held from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
in Lengyel Gym. For more
information contact Thad
Dwyer on FirstClass.
Aerobic class
A Pilates class will be held
from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in
Lengyel Gym. For more information contact Thad Dwyer on
FirstClass.
Real world lecture
Danny Roberts will give a
talk titled "Out in the Real
World" at 7 p.m. in 101 Neville
Hall. For more information
contact Derek Mitchell at 5811775 or on FirstClass.
Community meal
The Wilson Center will host
a free home-cooked meal
from 6 to 8 p.m. For more
information
contact Rev.
Timoth Sylvia at 866-4227 or
on FirstClass
Domestic violence film
"What's Love Got to Do
With It?" will be shown as part
of the Stop Domestic Violence
Campaign at 5:30 p.m. in
DPC's Devino Auditorium. For
more information contact
Rachel Warner at 581-6629 or
on FirstClass.
Tuesday, Apr. 5, 2005
Student of the month
Last chance to nominate a
student and or program for the
"Of The Month" award for Feb.
and March. For more information contact Kristy Ferran at
581-4175 or on FirstClass,

Candidate meeting
Open campus community
meeting with presidential candidate Mary Ann Rankin will
be held at 9:40 p.m. in Minsky
Recital Hall. For more information contact Heidi Carlow
at 581-1512.
Candidate meeting
Open student meeting with
presidential candidate Mary
Ann Rankin will be held at
11:10 a.m. in the Memorial
Union Multipurpose Room.
For more information contact
Heidi Carlow at 581-1512.
Spirituality workshop
Russ Phillips will lead
workshop at 2:30 p.m. in the
Coe Room, Bangor Room. For
more information contact Rex
Norris a 581-4145.
Aerobic class
A Cardio Kick-Step class
will be held from 4:30 to 5:30
p.m. in Lengyel Gym. For
more information contact
Thad Dwyer on FirstClass.
Aerobic class
A Toning class will be held
from 5:30 to 6 p.m. in Lengyel!„
Gym. For more information
contact Thad Dwyer on
FirstClass.
Wednesday, Apr. 6, 2005
Aquacize class
Class will be held from 5:45.
to 6:45 a.m. in Memorial.
Gymnasium Wallace Pool. For
more information contact-4
Thad Dwyer on FirstClass.
Candidate meeting
Open faculty meeting with
presidential candidate Robertifij
Kennedy will be held at 9 a.rn271
in Memorial Union Bangor
Room. For more information
contact Heidi Carlow at 5611512.
Marriage equality lecture'
"The Future of Marriage
Equality in New England:
Massachusetts, Connecticut
and Maine" will be discussed
by Mary Bonauto, director of
the Civil Rights Project at Gay,
and Lesbian Advocates and
Defenders, at 12:15 p.m. in
the Memorial Union Bangor
Room. For more information-,
contact Angela Olson at 5811228 or on FirstClass.
Candidate meeting
Open professional and
classified staff meeting with "
presidential candidate Robert
Kennedy will be held at 10:40
a.m. in Memorial Union
Bangor Room. For more information contact Heidi Carlow
at 581-1512.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine ,
Campus Community Calendar
are free, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Diana McElwain
or dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the ;
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the important information about your
event. Deadlines for submissions are 9 a.m. Sunday for
Monday publication and 9 a.m.
Wednesday for Thursday publication. First priority will be
given to events that directly
affect university students.

A man was summonsed following a situation in a Water
Street apartment 8:19 p.m.
Friday, March 18. Officers
responded to the apartment
building looking for a female
resident. Upon arrival, they
detected the odor of burning
marijuana coming from one of
the apartments. While attempting to locate the origin of the
odor,
officers
observed
Stephen Scovil, 36, come into
the hallway with two other subjects. Scovil was asked if he
had any marijuana in his apartment. He said no and gave permission for officers to enter.
Upon entry, an officer noticed
a usable amount of marijuana
sitting on a table. Scovil stated
it wasn't his. A search of the
apartment
produced
11
Hydroxyzine pills, a cut straw
that tested positive for cocaine
and a usable amount of marijuana. As a result, Scovil was
issued summonses for possession of marijuana, sale and use

VISIT
From Page 1
and reach out to students.
"It's very important the president have time with students ...
though there's only 24 hours in
a day," he said.
The meeting with students
was interrupted by a call on
Foster's cell phone.
"Hello? Can I call you back?
I'm in a meeting," he said into
the phone.
Also during the meeting,
Foster praised student-athletes
and said they offer a lot to a
university setting.
"Athletics are a hugely
important part of the public perception of a university," he said.
Feiss spoke to a slightly
smaller crowd Friday afternoon. He took some time to
explain his past as well as his
current post as provost of the
College of William and Mary.

POLICEBEAT
By Kyle Webster
Staff Reporter
of drug paraphernalia and
unlawful possession of a
Schedule Z and Schedule W
drugs.
Man arrested On outstanding warrant
A man was arrested at 10:30
p.m. Monday, March 28. An
officer responded to the Shelter
Lane residence Patrick Geel,
21, due to an outstanding warrant for his arrest. The warrant
was for unpaid fines and fees.
Upon arrival, the officer made
contact with Geel who claimed
that fines were not due until
June. He was arrested and
transported
to
Penobscot
County Jail.
Burglary reported
A burglary occurred at Old

Town High School sometime
between 3 p.m. Saturday,
March 26 and 9 a.m. Sunday,
March 27. Upon arrival to the
school, a teacher noticed a fire
extinguisher had been discharged throughout the gymnasium and hallway of the
school. Additionally, a closet
that
contained
vending
machine candy was broken into
and several boxes of candy
were taken. Two crow bars
were found at the scene.
Man taken to jail
A man was arrested on warrant at 10:14 p.m. on Friday,
March 25. An officer arrested
Ronald Cota, 25, for failure to
pay fines. He was transported
to Penobscot County Jail.

He has spent eight years at pening," he said.
William and Mary and was at
Feiss said he is also interestthe University of North ed in working closely with
Carolina-Chapel Hill previous- University of Maine System
ly. Feiss noted that he initially officials in a cordial and friendwasn't interested in the presi- ly manner to advance UMaine
dential position, and changed and UMS as a whole.
his mind only after a head"One of the first things I'd
hunter pursued him.
do if I came here would be to
"I think this is a high-quality drive to USM and have lunch
institution," Feiss said of with their president and say:
UMaine.
'How do we work together?"
He noted that he has spent a Feiss said.
good part of his life visiting the
Feiss fielded a question on
state. He learned to ski at diversity and differing viewSugarloaf, spent summers near points in a university setting.
"The interesting thing about
Greenville as a boy and has a
daughter
that
in universities come when we
lives
Brunswick.
have competing values," he
As president, Feiss said he said.
would strive to create a culture
The next two student forums
of giving and philanthropy by for candidates Mary Ann
tapping more private 'sector Rankin and Robert Kennedy
funds. He also would push for will happen this week. Rankin
more research at the university, will talk Tuesday from 11:10
calling it a productive way to a.m. to 12:10 p.m. Kennedy
attract more people to Orono.
will hold meetings on Thursday
"Creative people will go from 11:30 am. to 12:30 p.m.,
where creative things are hap- both in the Multipurpose room.

Join
the
gang
Write for
Ti IL
CLV

AM
News section.
Contact Ernest Scheyder on
FirstClass or by phone at
581-1270 for details.
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According to Claude Junkins,
the project manager for Facilities,
the second phase, scheduled to
start this spring, will involve a
tribute to Walsh.
"[There will be] major renovation to create a Hall of Fame in the
existing building. The accomplishments of Coach Walsh and
many of the players he coached
will be a major feature of the Hall
of Fame space," Junkins said.
A new concession area, a renovation of the Dexter Lounge,
sound system improvements, and
an expansion of Bear Necessities
will be built in hopes to improve
CAMPUS PHOTO BY STEVEN KNAPP
the student-athlete experience.
Tvvo building phases and $3.1
ADDING UP — The Sean Walsh Hockey Center, a new
million of donated money will
addition to the Alfond Arena, is still under construcbring the Alfond Arena a 20,000tion, but it seems to be making progress.
square-foot addition. UMaine
from former men's hockey play- hockey
head
coach Tim
ers."
Whitehead said the new Shawn
Colorado Avalanche and for- Walsh Hockey Center will create a
mer Black Bear hockey star Paul welcomed improvement on for
From Page 1
Kariya is one notable donator to not only the players but for the
the funding of the center.
first $1.25 million raised."
"greatest fans in college hockey"
"I am proud of the program and
The construction of the new as well.
my association with it and I am center had been split in two phas"Improving Alfond Arena will
very pleased to be involved in this es. The first phase consisted of allow us to continue to compete at
project. I believe that this addition adding a new weight room, office the highest level in Division I
will be a key component in the space, athletic training area and a hockey," Whitehead said. "No
continued, long-term success of renovation of the men's and question about it, the addition of a
Black Bear hockey," Alfond said. women's ice hockey locker weight room and new locker
"All of the funds are privately rooms. These additions are sched- rooms for men's and women's
financed through the athletic uled to open on April 30. The hockey is our top priority. These
department," said UMaine athletic locker rooms, however, were fin- changes will significantly enhance
director Patrick Nero. "A major ished by mid-November for use the experience of student-athletes
portion of the donations came during the hockey season.
at the University of Maine."

ALFOND

The Maine Campus
apologizes for last Thursday's issue. Alledgedly pirates
plundered the office after production and changed all of the
stories. Don't be alarmed. After all, that's what piraths do.

Week

building's infrastructure.
"The presence of a 'clean room'
does not warrant the massive
equipment, the dozens of control
cabinets and the extensive piping
spread out in the two machine
rooms," the letter stated.
Labrecque said that the engineering could have been done at a
much cheaper price and could
have been much more efficient,
especially if there was not a steam
absorbent chiller in place. The
device is meant to use steam from
the steam plant during the summer to help air condition the
buildings.
Stoddard said that more efficient
equipment could have been used
but that they wanted to make sure
everything would work correctly
and be reliable. Labrecque said the
steam absorbent chillers are actually known for not being reliable, and
that the device in the Engineering
and Science Building has not even
functioned properly yet. Stoddard
said there was a few expected problems with the machine when it was
first being used, and said that they
have been fixed.
The building was designed by
Shooshanian Engineering, a
Massachusetts company, and was
constructed by a California based
company.
Labrecque said the university
should be using companies in
Maine instead. Stoddard said the
companies used are based on their
qualifications and the experience is
usually out of state.
"The experience is here in the
state of Maine and at the university," Labrecque said. "[Stoddard]
has done a good job, but [mechanical engineering] is outside his
area. It's like having a dentist in
charge of heart surgery."

BARROWS
From Page 1
Engineering and Science Building,
connected to Barrows Hall opened
on campus. The building is five
stories tall and contains a Class
1000 Clean Room and several
other rooms for laboratory use.
Labrecque said while the building
was constructed very well, its engineering is inefficient and far too
expensive, with two floors of the
building completely devoted to
running its heat and electricity.
Labrecque said that according to
research he has done with the help
of some engineering students, the
cost of electricity per day in the
building is $1,000.
Fred
Stoddard
of the
Department
of
Facilities
Management, which oversaw the
design and construction of the
building,said that the high electricity costs, which he said average
$700 per day, are due to the clean
room,since clean rooms need have
air circulated in them as much as
possible to keep the fewest number
of particles in the air for laboratory
purposes.
Even before the official opening of the building, on Aug.10, a
letter signed by Dr. Donald
Grant, professional engineers
chairman of the Department of
Mechanical
Engineering,
Richard Hill, PE Emeritus
Professor of mechanical engineering, Justin Poland, associate
professor of mechanical engineering, and Michael Mayhew,
sent a letter to Janet Waldron,
vice president for administration
and finance, to voice support for
Labrecque's criticisms of the

April 4-9

welcome.
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MONDAY

Danny Roberts
"Out in the Real World"
7pm. 101 Neville Hall.
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TUESDAY

Film: Kinsey

THURSDAY

9pm. 100 Donald P. Corbett Hall.

Open House: Wilde Stein Alliance
7-9pm. Walker Room, Memorial Union.

WEDNESDAY

Attorney Mary Bonauto
"The Future of Marriage Equality"
12:15pm. Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

FR I DAY

Date Auction Fundraiser
6:30pm. FFA Room, Memorial Union.
SATURDAY

Singer-Songwriter: Gina Young

Pride Dance & Drag Show

7:30pm. Minsky Rectial Hall, Class of 1944 Hall. 8pm-12am. Stodder Commons.

THE UNIVERSITY OF

MAINE

For more information, call (207)581-1439
UMaine Pride Week is sponsored by Wilde Stein Alliance, Guest Lecture Series,
Student Government, Program Fund, GLBT & Allies Council, and Women in the Curriculum.
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Militarism in education discussed at recent Marxist lunch
By Melanie Morin
For The Maine Campus
Four members of Veterans for
Peace spoke last Thursday at the
Socialist and Marxist Studies
Luncheon Series on the topic of
"Militarism in the Schools."The lecture criticized military recruiting tactics, which they consider to be misleading.
"They're going after the lowhanging fruit,— said member Jon
Eddy. "Those whose judgment is
less than strong."
Eddy said that lower middleclass high school students are primarily targeted because they're less
likely to receive enough financial aid
in college, and will view the military
as a way to afford further education
and to move up the social ladder.
College freshman and sophomores are also heavily targeted
because the dropout rates are so
high, Eddy said.
With recruitment down since the
beginning of the war in Iraq,the military's funds for advertising have
increased from $600 million in 2003
to $4 billion now, Eddy said. The

military even created a download- dents or lose the financial assisable video game for the Internet, tance. Parents of students may
which Eddy said glorifies violence request that their child's information
and promotes the excitement and not be released to the military, which
adventure of being in uniform, but Veterans for Peace member Bob
does not address the physical or McElwain said he encourages paremotional costs. There are also ents to consider.
Pressure to meet recruitment
recruiting vans with video games
simulating firing guns and flying goals have caused the military to
helicopters, which visit schools decrease the required score of the
Armed Forces Qualifications Test
across the country, Eddy said.
Eddy quoted a PBS article which (AFQT)exam and accept more high
came out December of last year school dropouts. McElwain said the
where a study was done on military pressure to meet recruitment goals
recruiting in high schools. The arti- has even increased the suicide rate
cle highlighted some of the things among recruiters.
recruiters would say to convince
Veterans for Peace member Al
young adults to join the service.
Larson said the pressure could
"I mean, where else can you get possibly lead to a draft, which
paid to jump out of airplanes, shoot would not allow the exemption of
cool guns, blow stuff up and travel full-time college students or the
seeing all kinds of different coun- Canada option, since Canada
tries?" the recruiter would say, he agreed in 2001 not to accept any
said.
draft-dodgers. Larson said most of
More direct recruiting has been the people drafted would be 21 or
assisted by the No Child Left Behind 22 and could be deployed as soon
Act, which states that schools as 20 days from the time the draft
receiving financial assistance from began, so, theoretically, people
the act must, upon request, provide could be in another country servthe military the names, addresses ing the military by May 1. Larson
and telephone numbers of its stu- said that although 13.5 million are

CAMPPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY

DRAFTING A PLAN — Al Larson believes that a military draft
in the United States could be in the near future. Larson and
other members of Veterans for Peace spoke Thursday on
the topic of militarism in schools at the Socialist and Marxist
Luncheon Series in the Bangor Room.
currently registered in the draft, prevent young adults from
the idea is extremely unpopular joining the military.
and President Bush already said
"Don't think you have no choice
there would definitely not be a but to join," Eddy said."Realize that
there are many other options other
draft.
Eddy said that the goal of than the military, even if you have
Veterans for Peace is not to poor grades."

Small claims court is a good way to solve problems
of evidence do not apply. In addition, there are simplified rules of
procedure. In short, you do not
need to be a lawyer to either pursue
Legal
a claim or to defend a claim in
Affairs
small claims court. In fact, the purpose of the small claims court is to
By Brett Baber
provide an equal footing for parties
Student Legal Services
before a judge where they may tell
One inexpensive and relatively their side of the case and have an
quick method to resolve modest- enforceable decision made by a
sized civil disputes is thtough the judge.
Every district court holds small
use of small claims court. Small
claims court is a branch of the claims hearings at some point durMaine District Court that is author- ing the month. The gistrict court
ized to hear civil cases where the located in Bangor regularly holds
amount in dispute is less than small claims court on Friday after$4,500. Real estate disputes cannot noons between 1 and 4 p.m.
A small claims case is started
be brought in small claims court.
One of the primary benefits of when a person files a statement of
small claims court is that the rules claim with the district court clerk,

together with a filing fee of $45.
The clerks office will then make
arrangements to have the statement
of claim served on the defendant.
The defendant does not need to file
any additional paperwork, but
merely needs to show up on the
scheduled hearing date if he or she
desires to contest a statement of
claim.
The clerks office will then
assign a hearing date for the particular claim. Both parties will be
notified of the hearing date. If the
plaintiff desires to pursue the claim
further, he or she must show up on
the hearing date as scheduled. If
the plaintiff fails to appear, the
defendant will automatically win.
Likewise, if the defendant does not
appear, the plaintiff will automati-

cally win. This situation, known as hearsay materials can be used, subject to whatever value the court
a default, occurs quite often.
If both parties appear on the believes the evidence may have in
hearing date, the court will require terms of persuasiveness. Likewise,
the parties to submit to non-bind- the defendant will present his or
ing mediation before an actual her story, together with any docuhearing is held. The mediation is ments in support of the defense
conducted by a neutral third-party position. Either that day or shortly
who explores possible settlement thereafter, the judge will issue a
alternatives with the two parties. If brief written ruling explaining
a settlement can be reached, the which side prevailed. The judgsettlement is implemented through ment is fully enforceable as with
the court. If a settlement cannot be any other judgment that may be
reached, the case is then presented issued by a court. If the defendant
for trial later that day or on another is not satisfied with the result, he or
date assigned by the court.
she may file an appeal with the
Small claims trials are meant to Superior Court seeking either a
be simple. Ordinarily, the judge jury trial or a review of the legal
asks the plaintiff to describe his or issues in the case. A plaintiff is only
her case first. There are no rules of permitted to request a legal review
evidence. Affidavits and other if the plaintiff is not successful.

www.mainecampus.com
student Art League Show!

Where: University
'Molester°

When:April 744
vith the opening and
reeeption on April ft
from

The artwork operated by the
members of the Student
Art League will be
displayed throughout the
store for your viewing
during regular Bookstore
hours.

Coyne to the
Opening on
April it and
meet the
artists!
Light
refreshments
will be served.

TO MEET YOUR SELF STORAGE
NEEDS IN THE BANGOR AREA,

GIVE US A CALL!
WE ALSO HAVE APT. RENTALS AVAILABLE, CALL 942-8759
OR 827-5483 IN OLD TOWN.
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Now,
all your incoming
calls can be free.

(Even the 5 calls
from your girlfriend
in the last 20 minutes.)

when people are wasting your time, they're not wasting your money.

Unlimited CALL MEmMinutes
• 1000 Anytime Minutes
• Send 250 Text messages
a month FREE for 2 months
• FREE Incoming Text Messages

39.95
per month

LG VX6100 Camera Phone

*.U.S.Celltdar

GETUSC.COM
1-888-BUY-USCC

We connect with you:

Unlimited Mu_ ME Minutes are not deducted tom packaged minutes and are only amiable in the Ical calling area. Mobb Mosseens 250 package is $6.95 per month thereafter.$010 per csajoext me sterml 250.KM ail tocart Mahlb Illessessing or Ni/Vii**eartorallestied kt an atm
a ctarga of $010 per arta" meesege applies if no messaging pidGge is selectee or existing package Wit is esuxtded.Ones wild on hvo-yesr consumer sante agreement on IkkA and tegitmet *rotof
tappeuein moulted.$30 aanstion fee $15 equipment change tee. Naming charges,Mes,animas,enrage Osgood tosee imply.$0.96Feders4and Other Regularly c1arge,ap$0.111sio notaIsa Of gOto
tagiltptcharge Lou% net- ,
.1erniinatio 1 tee
,
may vary. Raise rounded up to the next tug minute Use et service conshtutes acceptance at our leanegind candelas rehormartione apply. tili atca ta Maas Wald time abr.C2006 U S.T.ealat k
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STUDENT SENATE NOTES

Senate amends election laws in wake of foul-ups
By Samantha White
For The Maine Campus
The recent problems that the
Practice
Elections
Fair
Committee has had with voting
was examined on last Tuesday
night's meeting of the General
Student Senate, when a resolution
to amend the FEPC guidelines
was discussed.
Many of the changes to the
guidelines were made to accommodate the problems that arose
during the most recent Residents
on Campus elections. For example, candidates will be able to
withdraw their names from nomination up to seven business days
before the election.
"More time will make things
more streamlined," said FEPC
representative Sen. Carmen Tatis.

DINING
From Page 1

▪

University of Maine is making
the move to introduce students
to healthier eating by buying
more farm-fresh produce and
purchasing from Maine suppliers.
"It feels healthier," Taylor
said.
The fair comes to students as
a way to celebrate March as
National Nutrition Month, said
Laura Honeycutt, the university
dietitian. The key messages of
Nutrition Month — choose
moderation, balance over time,
weight management, healthy
body — were expressed on
pamphlets laid out at the nutrition table.
Students were handed a
"passport to health" as they
York
through
walked
Commons' door. It mapped the
tables laid out for the evening:
a massage therapy table,

She said the problem of the
FirstClass server running inefficiently will also be solved with
the changes.
"If the delay is shorter than
four hours, then an additional four
hours will be added on to the voting time," Tatis said.
If the delay is longer than four
hours, it will result in the cancellation and rescheduling of the voting.
The problem of the candidates
not being present while the order
of the names on the ballot was
being drawn will also be resolved
with these amendments. The
changes include making sure that
the drawing happens in a timely
fashion,one week before the election, and that the FEPC chairperson will have to notify the candidates of the drawing results. It

will be the choice of the candidates of whether or not they want
to attend the drawing.
Several other changes caused
debate and many senators brought
forth amendments ton which
could not be decided. Vice
President Brigham McNaughton
said that since so many amendments still needed to be made,
this resolution would be sent back
to Governmental Procedures
Commitee for discussion.
McNaughton then reported on
his meeting with Interim
President Robert Kennedy and
Dean of Students Robert Dana to
work on several projects, including the issue of parking. Single
color parking permits are a possible solution to the problem.
McNaughton said the work study
program was also discussed.

women's fitness, a table where
blood pressure was measured,
Peer Education's Healthy Body
Image display, games, Bangor
Region Partners for Health and
residential recycling, among
others.
Becky Thibodeau, a senior
food science and nutrition
major, manned a games table
where she asked students questions about nutrition in order to
win prizes. The questions,
based on the 2005 dietary
guidelines for Americans, were
"an interactive way of getting
[students] to think about nutrition," she said.
The Bangor Region Partners
for Health had a table where
students who smoked or knew
someone who smoked were
able to receive information
about support services to help
them quit. According to Derek
Lambert, a member of BPRH,
the organization has played an
active role in reducing the
amount of smoking on campus.
They hope to start a plan this

spring for a smoking cessation
group on campus, Lambert
said.
"[Smoking cessation] provides a healthier environment
for all students. Second hand
smoke is more harmful than
regular smoking," he said.
Peer Ed had a table promoting healthy body image.
"A lot of people base how
they eat on how they feel about
themselves and how they see
Karen
said
themselves,"
Judkins, a senior women's studies and sociology major and
Peer Educator.
Dawn Aubrey, project manager of the strategic plan for
Dining Services, said she was
pleased with the success of the
event. She said that the event
was to showcase Dining
Services' new wellness initiative as well as provide students
exposure to organic, natural,
and Maine-grown products.
York Commons was specially selected to host the event,
she said.

I Don't drink and drive.
."
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Secretary needed....
The General Student Senate is
currently seeking applicants for
the position of Secretary. This is
a paid position and would begin
in Fall 2005.
Responsibilities include:
attending weekly meetings
taking notes at meetings
keeping and maintaining records
providing meeting minutes to all
members of SG and all others interested

Applications can be picked up in the
SG office, located on the first floor of
Memorial Union. For more information, contact Kathleen O'Brien on
FirstClass.

"[They are] getting work study
to be more for undergraduate
research than just working in the
dining commons," McNaughton
said.
Preliminary approval was also
given to the new student organization, Alpha Kappa Psi. This will
be a professional business organization open to students of any
major. Alpha Kappa Psi Vice
President Pat O'Shaughnessy
spoke on the group's behalf.
"[Alpha Kappa Psi's] main
purpose is to develop skills to get
out in to the real world," he said.
Another resolution that was
brought up was act to thank the
president of Taco Bell, Emil
Brolick,for his company's contributions to human rights in regards
to their workers.
Earlier this year, Sen. Sarah
"We feel that York is underutilized," she said. "What they
typically do in one night we've
already done in the first hour
and a half of the fair."
Next year students can
expect to see a fresh-food
approach at York, where the
way that food service is delivered will be more like the
health fair: preparation in front
of students and an emphasis on
smaller portions being cooked
at a time so the foods remain
fresher.
She said Dining Services
hopes to get a way from the old
system of delivering meals and
have more self-serve style dining. In addition, they plan to
buy less pre-processed food and
have a larger variety of foods
available to students she said.
"That's where we feel in our
hearts that students will get the
most for their money," Aubrey
said.
Next year Dining Services
also hopes to have more of a
retail feel at the commons,

Bigney and the Progressive
Student Alliance worked to boycott Taco Bell by getting over 500
UMaine students to sign a petition
to kick Taco Bell off campus.
"It ended with the president of
Taco Bell agreeing with us,"
Bigney said. "We will send the
petition and the resolution to the
president."
The resolution included all the
measures that students like the
ones at UMaine took to seek justice. Sen. Robert Strauss said he
didn't feel that this was a proper
way to say thank you.
"It sounds kind of malicious,"
Strauss said.
The resolution was passed.
The meeting ended with congratulating Sen. Jayme Fosa on being
elected into the Executive
Budgetary Committee.
though the facilities are not
ready to accommodate that yet,
said Kathy Kitridge, associate
director for the commons.
From the long lines stretching around the dining room, it
was apparent that the students
enjoyed the evening.
"The breads are awesome. I
like the fact that they try to tell
you that it's good for you," said
Alisa Makson, a sophomore
psychology major. "I'm pretty
healthy anyways. I wish they
had this stuff more often so I
can feel better about what I eat
here."
Claire Lint, assistant dining
service manager at York
Commons, was happy with the
results of the evening, despite
the amount of work involved.
"When you hear this buzz in
the dining room and you see all
the people flowing around,
that's great," she said. "To be
the dining hall to do it means
that we're good. You can't help
but feel like we've got talent
here."

ATTENTION:
Artists and

Earth Entkusiasts

Student Government is hosting
an Earth Day mural
competition.
To take part, any student is
invited to submit the
following:
-a sample of your proposed mural following
the theme:"Every Day is Earth Day"
-examples of past artistic works
The winning artist will be provided with up
to $1000 worth of supplies to paint their
mural in a prominant location on campus.
For more information, contact,Sarah,Bigney on FirstUass

Can you hear
me now?
Good.

SOAP Box

ci
Opinion•Editorial

CAM

Aiming
the blame

You never get a second chance
to make a first impression, and neither does presidential candidate
Brian Foster. During a meeting
intended to introduce the University
of Maine to some of the presidential
candidates. Foster briefly answered
a call on his cell phone.
If the presidential candidates
wish to gamer the respect of students and faculty as their potential
president, a certain level of professionalism is expected. While low
attendance may have warranted a
more casual atmosphere, Foster's
faux pas didn't go unnoticed by
those who took advantage of this
opportunity to meet the candidates.
An opportunity such as this does
not occur often at the university, and
the purpose of the presidential
search committee, and the ensuing
candidates visits, are being squandered by the general apathetic attitudes of students and faculty alike.

School shootings
have similarities
BENJAMIN
JARVELA
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years into this war, and already
have over 1,500 American
deaths. By contrast, after the first
five years of Vietnam, we had
around 1,800 American deaths. Is
this disastrous news? Possibly.
Perpetuating the concept that
Iraq is influencing the Middle

By now, everyone has heard
of the recent school shooting in
Minnesota, which also happens
to be the state where I spent a
majority of my childhood. The
Maine Campus ran a flurry of
articles following the incident,
blaming society, violence in the
media and, I'm sure if I looked
hard enough, President Bush.
Now,just what do we have on
our hands here? Another school
torn apart by the actions of one
misguided and, as more evidence
surfaces, obviously deranged
young man. I have nothing but
compassion for the victims and
their families and I'm sure it will
take quite some time for life to
resume to business as usual in
that shattered community.
What can we do to stop
things like this from occurring?
What is it that drives young
boys to take the lives of their
peers? Without a doubt, the
answer to that question is as
individual as a fingerprint, and
the only people that will ever
know the true motivation for
such a horrible deed are the
shooters themselves. There are
ways, however, that we can act
to stem this trend of school violence that, even after a severalyears-long reprieve, doesn't
seem to be going away. I would
like to explain how with a
metaphor; stay with me on this
one.
Pretend you're part of the
security force at any of our
nation's larger airports. You've
just received word from above
that there's been a vague threat
made against a particular flight
and that you need to screen the
people trying to board. When
you get to the gate, there are
three people standing in line: a
76-year old woman, a man in his
mid-thirties wearing a suit and

See LETTERS on Page 9

See BLAME on Page 9

Aesthetic
My hope: to be the next pope
alterations at Man throws hat into ring to become pontiff's successor
Alfond Arena
There are many things you
think of when you enter the
University of Maine's treasured
Alfond Arena. Nostaglic, cozy
and classic are just a few of the
adjectives that come to mind.
Modernity, though, is not something that enters the mindset
when you walk through that
entrance. The little slice of
UMaine that lies along College
Avenue is in need of an update.
And the recent addition of the
Shawn Walsh Center has
brought this fact into the limelight.
Thanks to private funding,
the Alfond is currently undergoing a face lift. The addition has
already established new locker
rooms, a strength and conditioning center and a new coaches
office suite among other things.
However, why stop there?
It's time for the university to
take a long, deep look at the
Alfond from a fan's perspective.
Sadly, our cherished arena is a
little out-of-date. With obstructed
seating and crowded walkaways,
Alfond leaves. a lot to be desired.
We are not saying destroy our
wonderful Alfond, we are just
saying take a look around college
hockey and give us something a
little more deserving of our program's success.

Letters to the editor
Letters to the editor should he no
longer than 300 words and should
include the author's name, address, ilCildemic

major or job title and phone num-

ber or e-mad address. The Maine

The passing of Pope John
would be careful not to destroy
Paul II marks a glorious opporthe traditionalism of the city, I
tunity for me to fulfill the dream
really think there are some
I've had since I first walked into
things that could be changed or
St. Theresa's Church in Brewer
added to create a little more flavor.
when I was a seven: To become
Pope and lead Christianity to the
First off, I would attempt to
promised land.
make
the Swiss Guards' outfits
STYLE EDITOR
While writing this, the coneven gayer — if that's possible. I
clave has not yet made its deci- My platform will be based upon would replace their trademark
sion on who will replace the now change and modernization, flamboyantly bright colored,
deceased Pope, this still leaves something the Church has strug- puffy outfits with all-out
me hope of securing my role in gled with for decades. I think bondage gear, complete with a
history. Starting Monday, I will these new and improved ideas of multi-colored ascot — to retain
launch a 30 nation tour of the mine will help propel me to the some semblance of traditionalism.
world, campaigning for papal papal apartment.
Next, I would bulldoze the
Without further ado, I will
reign, starting at the Paul
Bunyan Statue in Bangor.
give you a sneak preview of Sistine Chapel because I've been
While I may be a bit of an some of the biggest reforms I there and it's really not that
underdog, as I am not part of the promise to launch when I am impressive. It's removal would
clergy, may or may not be a selected as the next leader of allow me room to build an
indoor swimming pool with a
homosexual and have not been Catholism.
to church since I was confirmed,
My first bit of business would
See POPE on Page 9
I really think I can pull this off. be to spice up Vatican City. I

Letters to the Editor
There are a variety of mis'Another pro-protest letter
Regarding Paul Goodman's statements in this editorial, the
editorial
"Protesting
the least of which was the bogus
Protesters" [The Maine Campus, rebuke of the claim that the war
March 21]
"didn't turn out as disastrous" as
I agree with Goodman that many predicted. The war is not
people should know about what over. A declaration of the finish
they're talking. Unfortunately, I Of major combat doesn't confeel this standard should apply to clude the war; are still fighting,
quasi-journalists as well.
and we are still dying. We are two
Tut
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POPE
From Page 8
retractable roof. This would be
sure to blow away MTV viewers
everywhere when I open up my
doors to "Cribs."
My next major reform to the
clergy system would be to institute more crusades. Christianity
has been lacking something
since 1270, when the Eighth
Crusade ended in disaster. Can
you have too much religious
fanaticism, really? I think a nice
sacking of Jerusalem would do
wonders for the religion and
boost popularity worldwide.
Everyone would forget about
child-molesting priests when
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pictures of crusaders pillaging
the towns of Israel make the
cover of "Time."
These crusades would also
allow me to ink some deals with
Hollywood to make some cash
to pay for all my Vatican City
keg parties. There have been a
lack of solid crusade films in the
past, although Orlando Bloom's
newest vehicle, "Kingdom of
Heaven" looks promising. I
would also try to acquire the toy
rights for this movie.
These are just a couple of my
ideas for what I would change as
Pope, so please vote for me
when it comes election time. I
promise to forgive you for your
sins.
Matt Kearney is headed
straight to Hell.

BLAME
From Page 8
talking on a cell phone and a
young man of Arab descent and
obvious Muslim orientation.
Whom are you going to stop
first?
Call me a racist all you want,
but when you're done, let me be
the first to welcome you to the
reality of that situation. Below
I've listed four direct quotes
from stories on school shootings. Two are from Columbine;
two are from the recent event in
Minnesota. Can you tell which
quotes are from which stories?
"...a frightening figure, towering over many of the youngsters in all-black clothing."
"...basically outcasts, Gothic
people."
" ...15-year-old loner who
had expressed admiration for
Adolf Hitler and had used the
names `Todesenger -- German
for 'Angel of Death."
.have the neo-Nazi look, so
we were talking about them and
Hitler's birthday even before the
shooting started. Everybody
knew it was Hitler's birthday."
The first and third quotes
relate to Minnesota. The second
and fourth refer to Columbine.
Does anyone else notice a trend?
Unlike most,I'M not blaming the
media. I'm not blaming society.
I'm blaming the people pulling
the triggers and I want to say that
rather than looking at how these
influences could bring someone
to do something so horrible, we

LETTERS
From Page 8
East is a stretch. Israel and the
Palestinians have had peace talks
before — no big surprise. Egypt
has been a functioning, representative democracy for years. And
Saudi Arabia toying with elections is amusing — they'll be
good at electing the Saudi
Royals.
The "U.S. out, U.N. in" slogan is fading because more countries are offering to aid the reconstruction; even France. The
intention of the slogan was to
urge international help that was
insulted by Bush's absurd behavior. Many countries wish Iraq a
successful future. Goodman
speaks of"motions of diplomacy
with Iran and 0/ria." Diplpiriacy
is not hard fines and ultimatums.

need to look at the kind of people
that are so heavily influenced by
this sort of thing. None of these
shooters has been well adjusted.
Most of us could spot this sort of
person from a mile away. There
it is — it's not the kid in the
Grateful Dead T-shirt shooting
his classmates. It's not the kid in
a letter jacket. It's certainly not
the girl in the GAP sweater. The
one you have to worry about is
the quiet guy sitting in the back
wearing all black and enough
eyeliner to make Ru Paul envious.
It's a shame, too, because for
every kid that takes this too far,
there are a million others just trying to express a degree of individuality — albeit through some
form of conformism — who
would never dream of doing
something like this. Most are
fairly normal people with slightly eccentric fashion sense and a
gold card at Hot Topic. It only
takes one bad apple to ruin a
bunch though, and it's the bad
apples that are getting all the
press.
There is a shining ray of hope
here though, depending on your
perspective. Since motive is such
a vague, arguable concept, we
need to concentrate on prevention. By narrowing themselves
into such an obvious and visible
sub-culture, these shooters and
those likely to follow have made
themselves much easier to spot.
Now we just need to start looking.
Benjamin Jarvela is a regular
columnist for The Maine
'Campus'Diversion section.
It's a mutual respect for one
another and willful negotiation
— something at which President
Bush has never succeeded.
We said there would be no
weapons of mass destruction,
and our Iraqi Survey Group
found no WMDs. We said there
was no Al Qaeda-Iraq connection, the 911 Commission found
no connection. We said the war
would drain us financially, and
we are now at all-time recordhigh deficits.
We said that the war would
drone on with continuing
American casualties — turn on
your TV and see how many have
died today. It seems that we're
batting a 1.000, 4-for-4. Before
you demean our motivations and
question our information, perhaps you should correct your
own.
Bill Pomerleau
History Major

Combating online hatred, bigotry
Ignorant student postings show campus close-mindedness
I've recently had the words
"intolerance" and "ignorance"
defined for me. After reading
more than 50 e-mails from the
UMaine's College Republican
folder on FirstClass, I felt sick to
my stomach. Then, I wrote a letter to my friend — a letter it
pained me to write: "I'm SO sorry
you live in this type of world
where you cannot just live the
way you want to live and be who
you truly are inside. No ands, ifs
or buts — this is unfair and
unjust."
The virtual discussion began
after an e-mail was forwarded to
the folder informing students
about lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender studies courses that
are offered this summer and next
fall. The first reply was "You
have to be kidding me. This has
got to be a joke of some sort."
The second reply was,"Yah, it's a
sad world we're living in when
you can get a college education
in gay studies."
From there, people argued
back and forth about the pros and
cons of gay studies offered at
UMaine — "I think I would
probably laugh a person out of
my office if they were there for a
job interview and that is what
their degree was in." Gay marriage — right and wrong based
on the Bible's — "Do you think
God is going to send you to hell
if you are nice to [people who are
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gayl or friends with them?
Because that is dumbest thing if
you think that." Sexual acts —
"Why can't you guys just **ck
and suck each other in the privacy of your own home instead of
shoving your lifestyle down our
throats?"
I firmly believe in the First
Amendment protecting freedom
of speech, and thus these students
do have every right to form their
own beliefs and say what they
think and feel about homosexuality. Still, what I read in that
FirstClass folder makes me wonder just how some of these people were intelligent and mature
enough to be accepted to a uni•
versity.
Who do they think they are
assuming that it is their responsibility to ensure that marriage
remains between one person with
a penis and another with a vagina? What makes it their job in
life to guarantee that anyone who
identifies as gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender is depressed,
beaten, fought against, tortured
and disrespected? No one has the

right to make another human
being feel inferior based on his or
her true nature. It's simply inhumane.
Just as African Americans and
others deserve the right to live
with respect in a white world, so
do homosexuals deserve to live
in a primarily heterosexual
world. Anything less is unjust.
The only choice related to homosexuality is the choice heterosexuals need to make to let homosexuals live in peace. I wonder
what choices we all make regarding these issues.
One student posted that he
might choose to return to his former college,"In my happy,openminded environment where I am
not criticized for existing and
being who I am." Think about the
ramifications of that. Think about
how it would feel to live that way
day in and day out. Think about
the choices you make when you
contribute to others suffering in
this way.
While it was certainly not the
last word among the students'
FirstClass postings, in the end
this will undoubtedly be all that's
left to say in the discussion of
gay rights: "I hope you learn to
cope with living in a world with
gay people, because we aren't
going away."
Angela Fiandaca is a straight
ally to gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender students.

It's high time for Bush to lead
President needs to be a pillar of strength in a time of crisis
During the days and weeks
after the terrible events that
occurred in Columbine High
School almost six years ago, thenPresident William Jefferson
Clinton rushed to the aid of the
hurt and traumatized community.
He made public remarks, giving
his condolences almost immediately after the shootings transpired.
I remember watching the television coverage and feeling scared
about the reality of the situation
that this sort of thing can happen in
any school; while at the same time
receiving a sense of confidence
that our leader understood the
graveness and importance of the
tragedy, and would work to help
those affected.
Two weeks ago, another frightening show of violence shook yet
another school, this time in an
Indian Reservation in Red Lake,
Minnesota. I looked once again at
our president, Mr. George Walker
Bush, for comfort and action.
What I saw dismayed me.
Bush was motivated enough to
sign an unconstitutional bill,
regarding Terri Schiavo, resulting
in one of the grossest transgressions of federal boundaries in
recent history. He flew from his
vacation in Texas to Washington
to sign the bill— he could have
had it flown to him, but preferred
the pomp and circumstance — yet,
he could not bother to say a single
word about the school shooting.
His political agenda revolves
around a "culture of life." This
of radtiaS led him and
ical conservatives to believe that
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impinging upon the highly sensitive and personal issue of death
with dignity will aid the fight
against abortion. Never mind the
fact that most Americans were
shocked and outraged at this
show of federal force, never mind
that the abortion rate has gone up
— 52,000 more than expected in
2002 after a 24-year low when he
took office — these conservatives represent no one but themselves.
Politics aside, it is a president's
job to deal with crisis. After
Columbine, the Clintons flew
directly to the high school and
gave moving remarks. They also
helped students raise 2.5 million
dollars to erect a memorial in the
name of the 12 students who perished that fateful day. The victim's
families and students all across
America had no doubt that their
president stood firmly behind
them.
Following the shooting in Red
Lake, the commander-in-chief
muttered not so much as a word in
the way of support. The members
of the tribe voiced their disapproval to this lack of sympathy.
According to the Washington Post,
Clyde Bellecourt, a Native
American national leader said,
"When people's childten'are mur-

dered and others are in the hospital
hanging on to life, he should be the
first one to offer his condolences ...
If this was a white community, I
don't think he'd have any problem
doing that."
Scott McClellan, the White
House's designated frontrnan, did
offer a few lines, such as, "our
hearts go out to the families."
Why has Bush not held a press
conference concerning the matter?
Why hasn't he reached out to
assure students all across the country who are realizing that school is
no longer a safe place?
As I have argued in previous
columns, this president seems bent
on pushing irresponsible and damaging issues at the expense of the
well-being of the nation. For
example, drilling in a wildlife preserve in Alaska,"privatizing social
security" which would result in
trillions of dollars of debt and a 46
percent cut in existing benefits,
and a "culture of life" which in
essence means loving the fetus but
hating the baby, since children in
America represent the highest proportion of those in poverty of any
western nation an astonishing 1-in6 ration of children in the richest
nation; in the world lives in poverty today.
There is a time and a place for
politicians to be ideologues.
However, when one reaches the
esteemed position of"leader of the
free world," one's agenda Must be
sacrificed for the welfare of the
country. It is time for Bush to recognize this fact.
senior
• Michael Rocque is a
sociology major ,

Inside
The verdict is in on
`MLB' vs.'MVP'• Page 13

'Sin City' sinfully
violent. Page 12

MUSIC
Chamber Music Recital
7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, April 5
Minksy Recital Hall
Free
The Frequency Penny for Lucy
8 p.m.
Thursday, April 7
Memorial Union
Free

"The Pulse of the Earth"
7 p.m.
Tuesday, April 5
206 Rogers Hall

INFECTIOUS
Rhythm
Gavin DeGraw charms
crowd at Thursday
night's performance
with genuine
personality, inspired
melodies

"Persian Impressions"
Through Friday, June 10
Hudson Museum
Free
"Across the Sands of Time:
Art and Artifacts
from the Middle East"
Through Friday, June 10
Hudson Museum
Free

THEATER

(Left) MONSTER TRUCK — Gavin
DeGraw chats with UMaine students
Thursday afternoon while killing some
time with his remote control car before his
concert.
(Below) I HEART YOU — Gavin DeGraw
signs a fan's homemade shirt, which was
part of a "We Love Gavin" ensemble after
DeGraw's concert Thursday night at the
Maine Center for the Arts.

"Six Characters in Search of
an Author"
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 6
Hauck Auditorium

ENTERTAINMENT
"Sky Odyssey"
7 p.m.
Friday, April 8
Wingate Hall
Taboo
8 p.m.
Monday, April 4
Memorial Union
Free
Karaoke
9 p.m.
Saturday, April 9
Memorial Union
Free
'60s Rock
8 p.m.
Thursday, April 14
Memorial Union
Free
Climbing Night
3 to 10 p.m.
Weekdays
MaineBound Outdoor
Education Center
$1

CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY

By Ernest Scheyder
News Editor

MOVIES
"Finding Neverland"
7:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 6 and
Friday, April 8
100 DPC on Wednesday,
Bangor Room, Union on Friday
Student Film Festival
7 p.m.
Thursday, April 14
100 DPC
Free

OARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50-cent drinks
College Night
Thursdays
The Chocolate Grille
Half-price entrees

If you would like an event
posted on the Style Calendar,
contact Matt Kearney on
FirstClass.

ometimes you need a few drinks to fall in love."

S

With that one line, Gavin DeGraw had me hooked.
The piano-playing, guitar-rocking sensational performer rocked the Maine Center for the Arts
Thursday night to a near-sold out crowd of college students
and teenie-boppers alike. And boy, were they in for a treat.
DeGraw took to the stage with his trademark shaggy
hair and contagious smile, and immediately got the crowd
on its feet and into the show. His gregarious personality
and charm couldn't help but draw the audience in, and as a
member of the audience myself, I couldn't help but be part
of the show. '
Earlier in the day, I had the opportunity to talk to
DeGraw about everything from the meaning of his latest
single "Chariot," to his skyrocketing fame.
"['Chariot'] is creating the imagery that sort of takes
you away from all this bullshit," he said. It's about attaching significance to things in life that don't matter and picking yourself up off the "maple tree" and moving on with
your life, he explained.
Sitting in the plush MCA chairs four hours later, watching this amazing, down-to-earth performer — he introduced

;
CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMfi,

himself to me simply as "Gavin" — was captivating. He
bounced back and forth between his piano, his microphone
and his guitar, all the while looking at various members of
the audience and making them feel like they were up on the
stage, performing with him.
DeGraw, of course, performed his recent singles
"Follow Through," "Don't Wanna Be" and "Chariot." But
he also performed some of his lesser-known tracks, such as
"Cop Stop" and "Love is a Reason." Not having listened to
many of these songs before, I found myself pleasantly surprised by the difference between them and his more wellknown songs. This man can do it all. He can be a Dave
Matthews-type rocker, and a Sister Hazel-esqe love singer,
all the while doing it with such ease and joy, you wonder
why you can't have his job. And through it-all, he remains
a simple musician who likes going out to bars, having a
good time and taking life on step at a time.
"People get a lot of eye-candy [from fame]," he said to
me,"but I think it's important to balance it out with something authentic." Authentic doesn't even begin to describe
his music.
Opening for DeGraw were Welsh singer Jem and rocker
Michael Tolcher.
See DeGRAW on Page 13
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Student art exhibit showcases
broad range of mediums, talent
Annual Student Art Exhibit celebrates opening, solid turnout
By Joel Crabtree
Staff Writer
Over 100 pieces of artwork
were on display at this year's
Annual Student Art Exhibit,
which opened this Friday night.
One of the significant differences from previous years was
the increase in the diversity of
mediums and genres at the exhibition.
"The work in the exhibition
encompasses all media represented in the department of art's
studio programs," said Majo
Kaleshian, the coordinator of
this year's exhibit.
The exhibit features works in
drawing, printing, painting, photography, ceramics, sculpture,
2D- and 3D-design, new media
and installation work. James
Linehan, chair of the art department, noticed an increase in two
art forms from previous years.
"There are more photographs
and more digital prints, more
activity in those areas," he said.
Kaleshian also recognized the
trend in the Student Exhibition.
"The work in the Student
Exhibitions is becoming more
diverse and that both traditional

and new forms will continue to
be explored and shown," he said.
Andrew Hurtt, who recieved
two prizes at this year's exhibit,
also took note of the range of
styles in the Student Exhibition.
"The student shows are always
some of the more interesting,"
Hurtt said.
Jury awards were given out
during the opening ceremony of
the show. There were several
awards presented that recognized achievements in various
areas.
"I think each has a special
meaning for the recipient,"
Kaleshian said. "I know many of
the students who received
awards and know how hard
they've worked and will continue to work."
The overall reception of the
Student
of the
opening
Exhibition seemed to be positive. The exhibit contained
works from over 60 artists. The
crowd consisted of family,
friends, students, faculty and
general art enthusiasts.
"We got a good turnout,"
Linehan said. "I'm pleased with
the way it came out."
Keleshian was happy with the

Parampual Club tackles
supernatural on campus
By Michael Hartwell
Staff Writer
Toby Paradis has been intimately familiar with cemeteries
for over two years. He's not a
grave robber or in mourning. No,
the third-year theater major goes
to graveyards because he has a
passion for the supernatural. A little while ago, he figured out a way
to find other students with similar
interests: He started a club.
Last semester, Student Council
gave the University of Maine
Paranormal Investigation Club the
greenlight. Right now there are 10
dedicated members and a host of
drifters and frequenters. Since
only a few months have passed
since its formation, UMPIC is still
a trial club. This means it will take
a few months before Student
Council starts giving them any
funding.
UMPIC covers a lot of ground
in the world of the unexplained.
"We focus on ghosts and spirits,"
Paradis said, but is quick to point
out that nothing mysterious is offMichelle
Secretary
limits.
Shandorf said "We don't do aliens
and stuff, but we've been asked
about it a lot, so maybe we will
someday."
A typical one-hour meeting can
have discussions that cover topics
as diverse as poltergeists,
telekinesis, Chupacabra, rains of
frogs and Pamola, the storm god
who watches over Mount
Katandin.
UMPIC members don't just
talk about the supernatural, they
go out and look for it. In late
investigated
they
January,

Balentine hall in hopes of finding
Ma Balentine, the long-dead
house mother who allegedly still
makes her curfew rounds.
Unfortunatly, their search didn't
yield any evidence of hauntings.
Vice President Caiti Joly wasn't
discouraged. "Just because we
don't find anything doesn't mean
there's nothing there, we could
have missed it," she said.
Veterans of the Balentine expedition point out that the residential
director wouldn't let them into the
locked fourth floor due to a series
of potential hazards. UMPIC
members think that recent construction may have driven Ma
Balentine up to the restricted,
untouched floor.
UMPIC prides themselves on
their fair investigations. "We
don't make conclusions around
opinions or beliefs. We're scientific. We stay focused and we stay
skeptical," Shandorf said.
Investigations involve members exploring areas that are
reported to have paranormal activities. They bring any equipment
they have, cameras and tape
recorders for now, and try to find
evidence. The investigations are
open to anyone, even scaredycats.
"We don't go anywhere alone,
we use the buddy system,"
Paradis said. There are two reasons for this rule. One reason is to
make sure no one gets protecting
investigators from becoming
uncomfortable or frightened. The
other incentive is so they can rely
on any evidence they collect.
See CLUB on Page 13

vibrant atmosphere at the opening. "The Student Exhibition
has one of the liveliest openings
of the year," he said.
Linehan also acknowledged
the art department's role in the
exhibit. "The department really
comes together for this, there is
a good spirit in the department."
Keleshian was not only
pleased with the opening of the
Student Exhibition, but also has
high hopes for where the art
department is headed.
"The department of art is
growing at a fast pace, and the
new facilities in the renovated
Lord Hall, as well as the proposed new studio building, will
give the faculty and students the
necessary space to flourish," he
said.
The entire art department
seemed to be excited about the
prospect of the renovated Lord
Hall. When Linehan spoke about
the renovations and the proposed
new studio, he was met with
applause from the entire crowd.
The Student Art Exhibition
opening reception was held on
April 1 in the art department's
Carnegie Hall. The exhibit is
running until Friday, May 6.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ADRIANNE HESS

ADMIRING THE WORK — Matthew Johnstone admires the
works of his peers at Friday night's opening of the Student
Art Exhibit at Carnegie Hall. The exhibit features art in a
variety of mediums.

There's nothing
to do in
this town.
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UMaine Summer2005
The University of Maine's 2005 Summer Session offers more than 600
courses designed to meet the diverse needs of lifelong learners including
those offered on-campus and at selected off-campus sites, including The
University of Maine's Hutchinson Center. Over MO courses are offered online
worldwide and through interactive televised technologies.
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Visit our website at http://cillumeine.edu/summer
or call the Summer Session Office at 207- 581-3143
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'Sin City,' a lesson in gratuity
time like a pack of demons. I
thought for sure I had fallen
into the book of Revelations.
Reaves: Speaking of moralwhat kind of movie sympaity,
The Maine Campus sent
with lowlives and vilithizes
Mike Hartwell and Tony
figures? The
authority
fies
of
night
Reaves to opening
Robert heroes in Sin City were killers,
City,"
"Sin
new
Rodriguez's stylish
comic book adaptation. What
Hartwell and Reaves witnessed were images that
have scared them — and
their children — forever.
By Michael Hartwell
and
Tony Reaves

Tony Reaves: I brought
my sons, Jeremiah and
Trevor, to see "Sin City" this
weekend, and before it was
done I had to drag them by
their ears back to the car. "Sin
City" is no movie for a boy of
17, or even a boy of 27.
Michael Hartwell: I went in
to the disgusting piece of trash
expecting a moral play where
characters are punished for
their sins. Instead, I was subjected to two hours and six
minutes of violence, cursing
and inappropriate presentations
of the female body. To make
matters worse, the audience
was packed with sinners, hooting and hollering the entire

"The villians, outrageously, were politicians, policemen and
the clergy."

prostitutes and cigarette smokers. The villains, outrageously, were politicians, policemen and the clergy.
Hartwell: Don't even get
me started on that. Director
Robert Rodriguez and writer
Frank Miller had the lewd
notion that audiences want to
men of the cloth
see
butchered like lambs. I
thought this movie was supposed to based on comic
books? When I think of

comics, I picture the "Family
Circus," where children wash
behind their ears and adorably
misuse the English language.
The only thing comical about
this movie was when the cameraman kept forgetting he was
shooting in black and white.
Reaves: Shooting in black
and white was the movie's one
chance at toning down the
gore. And what happened?
Nearly every time a man bled
they colorized the blood. It
on
was disgusting, and
Trevor's 27th birthday no less.
PHOTO COURTESY SINCITY.COM
The worst part was how he BLACK AND WHITE — Clive Owen (left) and Bruce Willis
laughed at the most horrible star in "Sin City," an adaptation of Frank Miller's graphic
scenes, like when that beefy
novel.
man drove a hatchet into a
Reaves: I wish I could say, because he never spoke. He
police officer's face.
Hartwell: People in the art "Not my children," but they was so scary that I can only
community can talk all they seemed to like Sin City even imagine the sort of words he
want about how "Sin City" is more than that terrible "Kill would have used if he actually
I'm afraid did speak.
stylistically unique. I say that's Bill" movie.
Hartwell: Michael Madsen
a lot of hogwash. Who gives a they'll start repeating the
hill of beans if the movie uses dirty words some of the char- and Jessica Alba both did their
"bold visual contrasts" or "faith- acters used. That sort of lan- best to sabotage this filthy flick
ful adaptations?" The whole guage should be reserved for by refusing to act. Their uninand spired deliveries made their
accidents
film is going to be taken out of carpentry
theaters when the public hears incompetent referees at high lines come off as cheesy drivel.
games. I think they should both receive
football
how disgusting it is. Who wants school
merit badges for their attempts
Wood's
Elijah
to see a movie where a man Fortunately,
slay the Sin City Hydra.
to
foul
any
use
didn't
of
character
head
shoots right through the
that's not in the Bible.
Oops,
only
that's
but
language,
mercenary?
a
kill
to
body
dead
a

'MLB'vs.'MVP,'a rundown on videogame's big leaguers
By Matt Desmond
Staff Writer
With opening day having come
and gone, video garners everywhere are trying to make up their
mind on whether or not they want
to go with "ESPN MLB 2K5" or
Electronic Art's "MVP 2005." It
should be noted that the cost of
both games is about two cents less
than going out and buying say
"Wrestlemania XXI." "MVP" is
$29.99 on all platforms, while

"MLB 2K5" is just $19.99.
In terms of graphics, "MLB
2K5" can't even hold a candle to
the power of"MVP."The graphics
are clean and crisp, and everyone
is appropriately proportioned.
While the graphics in ESPN's
game are good, they just don't
seem realistic enough.
As far as sound — including
commentary and music — both
games are equal. In "MVP" while
they haven't gotten rid of the
annoying commentators in previ-

www.mainecampus.corn

ous versions, they have managed
to cut down on the overuse of horrible phrases like "Grab some
pine, meat!" This year, "ESPN"
got rid of Rex fludler as color
commentator and put Hall of
Fame second baseman Joe
Morgan into the hot seat. That
seemed to be a good move as Joe
Morgan really complements Jon
Miller — the play-by-play
announcer — and adds some
depth and quality into the game.
The music for both games is good,

but,"MVP" wins out this time as "ESPN" has a minor league systhey have some very good tem.
"MVP" has a very simplistic
licensed music including a
Fenway favorite, "Tessie," by the style of hitting: Use the left analog
Dropkick Murphy's. All "ESPN" stick to aim where you want the
has is different versions of the ball to go, and press the `A' button
to swing. "MLB 2K5" has really
"Baseball Tonight" theme.
Gameplay is one aspect where made the hitting system frustratboth games really shine. There are ing this year; you use the left anasome minor differences between log stick to control where you
both games — "MVP" has a new want to swing, and the right anaownership mode where you can log stick to aim where you want to
go in, buy a team, build a new
See RUNDOWN on Page 5
ballpark and set ticket prices, and

APARTMENTS

FOR RENT

Got questions?

1,2& 3 bedroom apartments:
Old Town, Veazie & Bangor

?Al
Ask a librarian...
Contact a Reference Librarian via our Ask-a-Librarian service
offering live chat 10am to 3pm Monday through Friday or e-mail
24 hours a day.
Look for the Ask-A-Librarian icons on the library home page:
N'N library Ualathe edu
.
•
..•4•'

•

.
C

fait

••

Heated, hot water paid,
excellent condition.
From $550 - $800

Call:
207-827-5483
Old Town
207-942-8759
Bangor

Bill Properties
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STAFFPICKS

RUNDOWN
From Page 12
hit the ball. 'A'is a normal swing,
and 'IV is a power swing.
Unfortunately , you only have a
split second to adjust the cursor to
where the ball is going (note the
batters box is a three by five inch
rectangle.)
While"MVP" has a more realistic feel in terms of how the batting game is played,"MLB" falls
flat on its face as the majority of
innings end in three and outs, and
don't even get me started on
SlamZone in "ESPN." Basically,
if you manage to guess correctly
where the ball is going to be
thrown, you can pound on the 'A'
and 13' buttons to hit the ball out
of the park completely — too
arcade style for me.
Base-running this year in
"MVP" is the same as it was last
year. Left trigger advances you to
the next base, right trigger calls for
a retreat back to the previous base.
ESPN's game does have a bit better system this year, but again, it's
too arcade style. If you pound on
the button that corresponds to a
base-runner they go into a turbo
run mode to beat the throw, but,
unfortunately, it just seems like a
good idea that wasn't well implemented. "ESPN" also gives you
the option to take control of your
base-runner and leave the batting
to the CPU, but is, unfortunately,
another idea that wasn't well
implemented. Most ofthe time the

-1-

Matt Conyers
Sports Editor
What's your current ringtone?
"Hip to be Square"
Huey Lewis and the News
What's the last song you illegally
downloaded?
"Like a Virgin"
Madonna

COURTESY PHOTO BY IGN.COM

OUT AT FIRST — The graphics in "MVP Baseball 2005" are
better then "MLB 2K5," but both games have advantages.
Both are currently available on multiple platforms.
CPU pops out or gets an infield fly
rule called.
Pitching and fielding really
haven't changed too much from
either side, although ESPN has
added the K Zone feature.
Basically, it's a three step process.
Using the left analog stick you
aim where you want the ball to
go. Then you press the 'A' button
and a line with a circle at the end
will move in towards the center
circle of the K Zone. Pressing 'A'
again as soon as it gets at the
inner circle will start the next line,
the idea is to get both circles on
top of the inner circle.
Unfortunately it is a good idea
that wasn't well implemented.
In terms of micromanaging
this year, "MVP" went one step
further by adding single A minor

league teams, so now you can
manage your major league team,
your AAA team, your AA team,
and your A team, and by the way,
you can play all the games for
those teams too. "ESPN" has
begun to implement the minor
league system this year, and all a
player can do is observe player
progress. While it is fun, it's not
ideal for getting a feel of a player
you want to call up.
I could go on and on about how
great both games are, but unfortunately, space is limited. If you're
looking for an arcade baseball
game, go with "ESPN." If you're
looking for a well-rounded game
that allows players to create a
dynasty or own a team with realistic gameplay, "MVP Baseball
2005" is the clear choice.

line dance on stage. It was this
kind of enthusiasm and more
that set Tolcher apart and in my
mind made him equal with, if
From Page 10
not better than, DeGraw.
Tolcher took to the stage and
Sandwiched between Tolcher
nearly stole Degraw's upcom- and DeGraw in the set was the
ing thunder by energizing every United Kingdom's Jem. Taking
single person in the room with the stage in a quiet and passive
his dynamic stage show. Not mode, one couldn't help but
only did he sing his songs, he think she fit in better in a coffee
took it a step further and shop than the MCA. She spoke
infused his performance with a lot about her time singing on
humor and a friendly tone that the FOX network's "The 0.C."
enveloped spectators and made and about what an "awesome"
them feel like they had known time she was having here in
this man since the first grade.
Maine, but the way in which she
Introducing
his
song said it just made you believe
"Kissing Time," Tolcher said, she'd rather be painting her toe"This is a song about my love of nails.
kissing girls." All through his
Taking a cue from Ashlee
set, Tolcher kept the beat mov- Simpson, Jem sang to the crowd
ing and his act sizzling. At one with a backup tape that belted
point, he joined members of his out the chorus to her songs. Not
band — mid-song — to do a that the tape was needed at all

— her voice is amazing — producers probably just thought
differently. While her songs
were unique, they couldn't be
appreciated by the same crowd
as DeGraw and Tolcher fans.
At one point Jem started a
cover of a Paul McCartney
song, at which point I thought,
"Finally, something she hasn't
written." While Jem did bring
the
MCA
something
to
Thursday night, it definitely
wasn't her stage presence.
But DeGraw made up for
Jem's failures; he brought the
roof down.
"Baby I'm a cop, stop, put up
your hands and surrender to
me," was the chorus of an unreleased song Gavin sang to the
crowd. And most definitely,
everyone in the MCA surrendered to the little man with the
big voice.

DEGRAW

Stodder, Ma Balentine and the
various spirits of Estabrooke.
UMPIC member Dave Sawyer
is looking forward to the upcomFrom Page 10
ing investigation of Estabrooke
recording
and
were
hall on April 9. The Estabrooke
"If you
alone, you could cough into the resident director plans to accomtape recorder and forget about it, pany the group and grant them
and then when we listen to the access to all of the locked rooms.
tape, we wouldn't know where "From what I've read, classic
that sound came from," said Joly. hauntings happen around places
The Maine's Paranormal people don't frequent," Sawyer
Research Association, the group said.
Sawyer reports that he has
responsible for the Halloween
night investigations on campus in already seen a few paranormal
2003, are making plans to visit activities in Estabrooke.
"I was in the basement and I
UMPIC in the near future and
give them some investigation saw what appeared to be a ball of
light dance around and melt into a
pointers.
According to UMPIC, most of door. What did I actually see? I
the buildings on campus have had can't be sure. I still don't believe
reports of unexplained phenome- my own eyes. That's something
na. One of the explanations the I'm embarrassed about; I don't
group suggests is that the Hilltop tell my friends about it," Sawyer
area is built over Indian burial said.
from
Other , ptienornena
grounds., Well-known ,speptors.
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CLUB

What was the last item you
bought at Bed Bath & Beyond?
Loofah
If you had a vanity plate what
would it be?
MRSEXY
Kristin Saunders
Editor In Chief
What's your current ringtone?
"Danger Zone"
Kenny Loggins
What's the last song you illegally
downloaded?
"Playing with the Boys"
Kenny Loggins
What was the last item you
bought at Bed Bath & Beyond?
Tom Cruise poster
If you had a vanity plate what
would it be?
MAV4EVA

Mike Melochick
Opinion Editor
What's your current ringtone?
"Love Fool"
The Cardigans
What's the last song you illegally
downloaded?
"Ben Caught Stealing"
Jane's Addiction
What was the last item you
bought at Bed Bath & Beyond?
A sweet cutlery set
If you had a vanity plate what
would it be?
BDWE'TTR

light bulbs and a locked, unoccupied dorm room that placed a
series of 911 calls.
UMPIC feels their investigaad the word about
ti
tions will really take off when
studio and pick up
the
WME111/4 then stop by
they receive their funding. The
one of our new color brochures if you want
club plans to spend it on an electromagnetic field meter, cameras,
tojoin the WM ER Street Tetun,contact
thermometers
rm
and transportation
iaiuinJ'e1a on Firstelasto,
costs. Instead of sitting on their
hands and waiting like good little
children, UMPIC is making plans
to earn money by selling pizza
cards for $10. Each card is good
for 20 buy-one-get-one-free pizza
opportunities. The store to redeem
them has not yet been selected yet.
UMPIC encourages potential
new members and curious parties
rreepshow 1 an eclectic blend of the
to stop by their meetings Thursday
and sornetintes"out there" side of music.
nights at 8 p.m. in the Senior Skulls
Though the focus is on gothic, there are also
room on the third floor of the
Memorial Union. Unfortunately,
hints of punk, new we and flat out roek
there are no telepaths in UMPIC at
redietable. Creepshow is for
this point. Until then, all questions
can be directed to Toby Paractis or
Michelle Shandorf via Firstqass.
. t I 41 I I'll '
stlt ....J.:4M.
.
1 .4'7%1 is
astirrr4v.",stsassirre,•r-s-zstrisaterrwi-r-ovvirwtr

'Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
Aries
March 21 to April 19
Conditions are good for meeting with others to figure out
what to do next. You've got the
idea, they know what to do and
voila! You're on your way.
Taurus
April 20 to May 20
Take your time as you decide
which items to buy, and which
to do without. You have a talent
for setting priorities, especially
where money's concerned.
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
Romance and travel are both
highly favored. You're also very
good at soaking up information
and teaching it, practically at
the same time. This ought to be
fun.

The Family Monster by Josh Shalek
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www.jos s alek.com kid_shay@joshshalek.com
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
It'll take a while to learn how to
use the latest technology, but
that's nothing compared to the
time you'll save. Get into it.
Leo
July 23 to Aug. 22
True love is based more on
substance than on symbolism,
you know. Choose the person
who makes you think to be your
perrrianent partner. The confrontation will keep you sharp.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
You're pretty good with electronics and other kinds of new
technology, after you get into it.
Be patient with yourself.
Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
A meaningful conversation with
an exciting person can help you
discover the next step in your
spiritual evolution. Study religion from a scientific point of
view and vice versa.

CAPTAIN RIBMAN In The Apprentice

by Sprengeimeyer & Davis

NOW'S THE
PERFECT TIME TO
A BUILDING
PROVE YOURSELF AS
IS ON FIRE AND
MY APPRENTICE,
TRAPPED PEOPLE
BILLY.
NEED 'YOUR
HELP!

GOLLY, I'D LOVE
TO HELP!
I'LL CALL Wit
AND SAY
YOU'RE COMING?

NOPE.
THE BOSS SITS
ON HIS ASS —
THE APPRENTICE
WORKS LIKE A DOG!
GET GOING
OR THOSE FOLKS
WILL INCUR HEFTY
INHERITANCE TAXES!

2 Dudes
SOMEVAYS I WAKE
UP AND ASK MYSELF,
"WM AM I YEW,
DUDE?"

BE BACK
IN 3 HOURS,
NO CASUALTIES,
V00 CAN'T USE
THE FIRE
DEPARTMENT AND
NO ASBESTOS
CLOTHING.

GODSPEED! 41,

By Aaron Warner
WR-L, INMAN MATURE
YEARNS TO 6)CM,
SEEKIM6 KNOW-F-176F
ABOUT ITSELF AND IT'S
WORI-P: NAT'S WWI
YOU'RE PERE IT4

COLLECF.

Scorpio
Oct* 23 to Nov. 21
There's lots of activity going on
at your place, and creativity is
required. It's good to have a
plan, of course, but don't get
too attached to it.
Sagittarius
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
You're a rather independent
type, but lately you may find
you've been in the mood to
make a commitment. Go ahead
— the sooner, the better.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
Cleaning out your closets is a
chore you don't relish, but this
time it could be quite profitable.
Keep sorting and filing and putting things away, and you'll be
well rewarded.
Aquarius
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Your investigation goes very
well now, with one thing leading
to another. Continue to seek the
truth and it shall be revealed to
you.
Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
The work you're doing behind
the , scenes is making a good
impression. You're not asking
for fan* or glory, and that adds
to your.croclibility.

ADVTORES

I JUST
MISSED YOU.

MISS. U.

SOIL)/
BY
WILLIAM
MORTON
mm

GONE BUT NOT
FORGOTTEN.

MISSES
you
www.mortco.azit.com #118
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Beaver barrier
4 Notes of scales
7 Golfer Curtis
14 Neckline shape
15 Ginger
16 Put up
17 Pursue
persistently
18 Carpentry tool
19 Comes down
with
20 Trapper's traps
22 "Silver Streak"
star
23 _ Alamos, NM
24 Actress Sandra
25 Oxidizes
29 Soft, thick lump
31 Itemize
32 Grand
National Park
33 Goals
34 Real follower?
36 100 sq. meters
37 Extinct bird
38 Still energetic
39 Peggy or Spike
40 Traveler's rest
41 Soviet dictator
42 Jack of talk
shows
43 Nicker
45 Shipshape
46 Behaves
47 Angry look
48 Blasting letters
49 To the point
50 Looks
everything
52 Slow movers
55 One chemical
bond
58 Part of a tour
59 As well
60 Nielsen figures
61 Moray
62 Call off
63 Temples and
navels
64 Lowest bill
65 Adriatic or

Caspian
DOWN

1 Home movie
letters?
2 Semi-eternity?
3 Ego gone mad

(
THAT%5
4

23

5

6

7

8

10

9

11

12

13

16
111111
15II

UI

17U1
21

20

22

33
37
40
43

63

UUUIUU
1111
25

II
UlU
UI
lU47
56

26

27

28

or
HECKINA
VG-E
I Mouse PET
You'VE Cv-oT
TffeRE.

32

30

31111
35

36
•

34UUUI
39

38•UIiUU
41

11111

14

50

55

19

24

23
29

15

I

4J

62

',1

57

UIGO
IUUUII

UI
III

II

58

59

61

62

11

65

11

64UI

@ 2005 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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rs4

4 Emits a beam of
light
5 Woeful word
6 Put in stitches
7 1973 Triple
Crown winner
8 Cafeteria carrier
9 Replied swiftly
with wit
10 Accumulate
11 Utmost
12 Horse command
13 Wynn and
Begley
21 Holds up
22 Deadly
24 Far-off quality
26 Cavern hangers
27 Ripped into
28 Expressions of
scorn
29 Las Vegas
business
30 Train-set brand
name
31 Pre-Easter
season
35 Camp quarters

Solutions
V 3S
ON

d NO
S3ONVH0
133
SON IIVH
001
931
30 I ld 3 d
Si I VNS
1N3HV
ld V
1N1
31:1V19
S 10V
1V3N
HO I 3N
HV V d
N I 1V1S
NN
331
Q3u 1 iNn
VOW
31V1S3
SW I V
3E1 V
NO131111S I 1
9019
sisnu
33a
SO1
HOAHd
S3HVNS
S3H01V0
MVS
900
a 3103U3
3 1 V
3 3 A
3 ONVEIIS
SV1
lA1VCI

38 Seating in

theaters

I CAN'T LET HIM oursiDe ANYmoRE, CAusE 14E GoEs. TVIRoV6-N THE
GAlkaA6-E AND RVINC f4is, DieT.
1St.

53 "The _ Ranger"
54 Scotch mixer

42 Family man

55 Old hand

44 Cheesy crust
49 Viewpoint
51 Boundary
52 Observed

56 Dumbo's wing
57 Mom-and-pop
grp,
58 Zodiac sign

There's nothing
to do in
this town.

TrAILAMt
STYLE CALENDAR

An unforseen anomaly: Radiation from
Paris Hilton's damaged cell phone causes
her chihuahua to grow at an alarming rate.
A College Girl Named Joe
When a
student
says:

I KNOW MY CRAWS
An AWFUL wr
I'M 1'iN6 LOTS

0F CONNFCTION5,

By Aaron Warner
—

.16
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Where have all the athletes gone?
By Micheal Dabrleo
For The Maine Campus

about for years, but until now no one
has yet to take action; even now it
seems as thought it is too little too
The title of athlete is not one that late. The Major League Baseball's
is handed out to everyone. I take Player's Union insists on keeping
hard work,dedication and the blood, the drug testing policy as is, but isn't
sweat, and rears of a person willing it evident that the current policy is
to push their mind and body to the flawed? If Jason Giambi has admitvery limits. The title athlete, howev- ted to steroid use, and Jose Conseco
er, is not a title that ensures prosper- wrote a book on the subject, one
ity. It is not a title that guarantees a should conclude that the current
life of fame and fortune. It is not a policies are not strict enough.
In the world of professional track
title that promises that one will be
and field, if an athlete fails a drug
the best forever.
Recent events in the athletic test they are unable to participate in
world, have made the title of athlete any notable competitions for the rest
mean all of the things that it is not. I of their lives and in most cases his or
speak mainly of the current steroid her medals are all revoked. I have
scandal in Major League Baseball, not seen one person move to take
the National Hockey League lockout action against Giambi. Nor have I
and of Randy Moss and his antics on seen any notable action by anyone to
the Minnesota Vikings this past fall. ban him from the sport of baseball.
These three subjects have all So, Pete Wise is banned from baseshamed the athletic world to no end. ball for betting, which has little
The rampant steroid use in baseball effect on his team's performance,
is something that has been rumored while Jason Giambi can load him-

WORDOF MOUTH

self full of manufactured testosterone so he can launch baseballs
from here to Kansas, helping his
team win multiple World Series, and
remain a Yankee. It sounds cheesy,
but my high school cross country
coach, Matt Ferry, always said, he
would rather lose with a bunch_ of
winners than win with a bunch of
losers. In other words, he would
rather lose than be on the Yankees.
Giambi is a perfect example of the
moral breakdown of sports in the
US. He has proved himself to be the
exact opposite of what a true athlete
is, and became a cheater. But he is
not the only one, I am not optimistic
about the rest of the MLB.
The NHL does not hold much
optimism with me either. Maybe I
have just become pessimistic over
this long winter without any Bruins
games, or maybe I have been in my
dorm room too long watching ESPN
classics seeing Bobby Orr actually
play the game. The NHL lockout is

another mar on the American dream.
Our country has this large group of
men playing a game for thousands to
millions of dollars a year, usually
amassing more in a year than many
people do in three or four years, or
even a lifetime, and they are refusing
to play that game because they want
more money. I don't know about
anyone else, but if I could just run
track for the rest of my life and make
even a respectable $30,000 a year, I
would; never mind a multi-million
dollar contract. It bothers me that an
entire season of a sport and the draft
for the next year now can be canceled due to the greed of its participants. These players are engaging in
a game and making more in one year
than many hardworking mill workers could dream of having.
The attitude the sport of hockey
sendg to the rest of the athletic world
is a depressing one."Work hard and
win, as long as you are getting paid
enough," is all I am receiving, I

don't know about anyone else. It
was the same thing with the MLB in
the early '90s. These guys are not
athletes; they are business men with
a Topp's Playing Card. I'm not
completely sure when money
became more important than the
game,but even the creators ofSouth
Park have noticed it and made
"Baseketball."
To me, there is nothing better
than seeing an underrated, hardworking athlete consistently
improve. While that athlete may
never win any championships or
Olympic medals, he or she is taking full advantage of their desire to
be great. No steroids or money or
off the wall behavior will ever
make any person a true athlete.
The record books, the bank
accounts, the nightly news snapshots of the latest touchdown
dance-true athletes don't worry
about such things: They are too
busy being outside practicing.

What are you expecting this season from the Red Sox?

rIPErlinrt,
DRY ``44
RPRIL

ews
gra

its going to
be great, Jeter can
suck it."

"I think

Nicholas Hamer-Wright
Biology major
Sophomore

"I guess last year got
everyone excited, the
Red Sox should be able
to do it twice in a row."
Burton Hatlen
English Professor

www.mainecampus.corn

"I just want the Red

"I am not a baseball

"I am looking forward

Sox to do really well."

fan, I just sit in the
middle of it and get
frustrated because I
don't care."

to a AL-NL ralignment,
so we will end with a
Red Sox-Yankees
World Series."

Krystal Booth
Animal Vet. Sciences
Freshman

Collen Smithner
Psychology major
Junior

Shane Campbell-Henry
Anthropology major
Senior

White space.
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I Get your Bar Code Certification
I Credit Cards Accepted!!!
Professional Bartending Training
with "Hands On" Pouring Sessions
1 Over 10 Years in Business!!!
I Access to Job Placement Database!!!
1 Great Part-time or Summer Job

LEARN TO BARTEND
IN A WEEKEND!
3C]

H
CALL NOW!
SPACE IS WAITED!

C---A,oril 8th - 10th .---\
The Woolley Room
DTAV Building
U. Maine - Orono 2

1•800•111•CANNIVIIX
www.universitybartending.comi

One of the more effective tools in advertising. Use it
when designing your ad for The Maine Campus.
Place your ad today. E-mail Advertising Manager
Aaron Skilling on FirstClass or call 581-1273.
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Frozen Four turns into wild west shootout
advance to the Frozen Four,however, with Boston University and
North Dakota facing each other in
It's the wild wild west this year the first round, the Eagles knew
as the Frozen Four looks like the they would have a challenge in
Collegiate
Hockey round No. 2.
Western
Mercyhurst, the
Atlantic
Association final five. After sending three number one seeds to the Hockey Conference champs had
tournament,the conference had one other plans,they nearly knocked off
more trick up its sleeve: a sweep of the number one seeded BC falling
the NCAA Regionals. With the 5-4 in a hard fought battle. BU fell
completion of the last Regional to North Dakota and in a surprise
Championship game last Sunday, move after BU star Chris Bourque
the Frozen Four was filled with decided to leave the school for the
Quebec Major Junior league to play
four WCHA schools..
The most exciting region this on Moncton. North Dakota road the
year was the west regional. back of goaltender Jordan Parise
Minnesota received a home ice and knocked off the Hockey East
advantage and a No.1 seed despite champs 6-3 to advance to the
playing sub .500 hockey for the Frozen Four.
In the northeast region, the top
second half of the season.
Minnesota took down Maine on a team in the country Denver got the
defensive misplay in overtime after No.1 seed in the region and felt they
being stifled on nine power plays. had a trip to the Frozen Four all
The game looked to be Maine's, but locked up. The College Hockey
like "The Mighty Ducks", the America conference champions
Black Bears missed by a quarter of from Bemidji State had other plans.
The four seed took the Pioneers to
an inch, falling in overtime 1-0.
In the other first round game overtime, but fell just short of
Cornell continued its amazing 20 pulling off one of the most historic
game unbeaten streak and looked to upsets in tournament history.
upset the home town team.The Big Denver advanced to take on the
Red had ridden on the back of winner of UNH and Harvard game.
David McKee all season and noth- The Wildcats kept the hopes of
ing looked like it was going change Hockey East alive. Hockey East
has sent a team to the NCAA
against the Gophers.
The game came down to over Championship game every year
time again when Barry Tallacicson since 1996. But the scare Denver
filled the hero role for Minnesota. took in the first round awoke the
The Gophers road the home ice defending national champs and
advantage to the Frozen Four. dominated UNH 4-2 to advance to
Getting home ice in the NCAA the Frozen Four.
Finally in the midwest region
tournament will be widely discussed and criticized for years to the University of Michigan faced
off against against Wisconsin in a
come.
In the eastern regional, Boston game billed as a classic. Wisconsin
College came in as the favorite to forgot to show up, and Michigan
By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus

This Week

CELTICS CORNER

dominated the contest 4-1.
Michigan moved on to face the
. winner of No.1 seed Colorado
By Matthew Williams
College and Colgate. Colorado
Staff Writer
College rode the backs of Brett
Sterling and Marty Sertich, both
Hobey Baker finalists, into the
NCAA tournaments. CC barely
Why the sudden change? Davis
escaped from the first round, out
The Boston Celtics crawled out
gunning Colgate 6-5. Michigan and of their four-game losing streak and Celtics captain Paul Pierce sham
CC have been in the top five of the Friday night against the lowly roots in California, so maybe the
polls all season and in a spectacular Atlanta Hawks in large part due to respect Pierce commands has helped
show down they lived up to the Ricky Davis, who shot a lights out 14 keep Davis on Earth. It could also be
hype. Michigan,who played nearly of 17 and scored a season-high 36 Doc Rivers, a coach who is honest
with his players about their roles.
on home ice as well, hopped out to points.
a 3-0 lead, but the Tigers stepped up
The performance shouldn't have Rivers told Davis the team needed
to the challenge. CC notched two been a surprise though, as Davis has his energy mid-game, and he would
goals in the second period to cut the sparked life into the Celtics all year. be on the floor in late game situalead to 3-2 and went on to add two .He started the year in the line-up, but tions. Rivers told the media last week
more goals in the third to advance after just seven games coach Doc that on a game's last shot, Pierce is
to the Frozen Four on a 4-2 victory Rivers decided that Davis' energy always the first option, but that Davis
over Michigan.
was better suited for the roll of the is the second.
In the Frozen Four, the defend- sixth man.
Davis has earned his role through
ing national champion Denver
Given Davis'reputation as a mal- his commitment to the team this year.
Pioneers will face off against their content, who was often hard to coach He's been arguably the most consiscross state rivals Colorado College and difficult to reason with, some tent scoring threat the Celtics have
in one semifinal. The two teams were concerned about how he would had this year, and his ability to score
faced off just two weeks ago in the react to being removed from the 20-plus points on any given night
WCHA tournament finals with starting lineup. But he embraced his and takes away defenders from
Denver notching a 1-0 victory. new role and is now firmly in con- Pierce and Antoine Walker.
Denver has no standout, but as a tention for the NBA's Sixth Man of
The only Celtics to win Sixth
well-oiled machine they are the the Year Award.
Man of the Year are hall of famers
toughest team in the tournament.
Davis is averaging 15.9 points per Bill Walton and Kevin McHale.
In the other semifinal North game and is shooting 47 percent. He McHale won it in 1984 and 1985.
Dakota and Minnesota face off in a has been the consummate teammate, The Celtics won first of which was a
border battle full of hatred. The two the exact opposite of the selfish play- championship year in •1984. The
teams have battled in high hitting, er Cleveland Cavs coach Paul Silas most recent was Walton in 1986, the
high intensity games all year and washed his hands of last year. The last time the Celtics won a world
this one could come down to the lowdown on Davis was that he had title.
wire. If Kellen Briggs can stay all the skills, but was too selfish and
Could the advent of another Sixth
strong in the nets and the Gopher had too much of an attitude problem Man of the Year bring with it anothscoring machine starts clicking they to realize his potential and become a er championship banner'? That
will dominate the Sioux. But winner. He was traded from peren- might be wishful thinking, but if the
Jordan Parise will try to out play his nial loser to perennial loser; always Celtics are going to make a nal at a
brothers legacy and will try to back- putting up decent numbers on bad 17th championship banner this seastop North Dakota to another teams. Finally, in Boston, he has son, make no mistake it was Davis
NCAA championship.

found a niche with a winner.

that made it possible.
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the Real World"
7pm. 101 Neville Hall.
"Out in

TUESDAY
THURSDAY

Film: Kinsey

Open House: Wilde Stein Alliance

9pm. 100 Donald P. Corbett Hall.

7-9pm. Walker Room, Memorial Union.
WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY

Attorney Mary Bonauto

Date Auction Fundraiser

"The Future of Marriage Equality"
12:15pm. Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

6:30pm. FFA Room, Memorial Union.
SATURDAY

Singer-Songwriter: Gina Young

Pride Dance & Drag Show

7:30pm. Minsky Rectial Hall, Class of 1944 Hall. 8pm-12am. Stodder Commons.
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For more information, call(207)581-1439
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PLAY
From Page 20
the Black Bears. Merchant
pitched five innings and gave
up just one hit, while Pullen
took over in the sixth and
struck out three batters in the
last two innings. Pullen and
for
combined
Merchant
UMaine's second shutout in as
many days, both against the
Bearcats.
Maine's bats were fairly
quiet for most of the game,
until the top of the fifth when
Merchant got things going with
a single. A single by Dulkis
would score Tara Vilardo for
the games first run.
Binghamton's pitching let
up a bit more in the top of the
sixth, when UMaine added
three more runs. The Black
Bears would pick up the win,
making it a clean two game
sweep of the Bearcats to open
the conference season.
Merchant picked up the win
to even her record at 1-1.
Pullen recorded the save, her
first of the season.

UMaine outhit
Binghamton 12-6 in
the two games and
committed just one
error, compared to
the Bearcats' three.
Amy Kuhl, who did not play
in the first game was 2 for 2 in
the second game. Dulkis was 3
for 7 on the weekend, with an
RBI and a run scored. UMaine
outhit Binghamton 12-6 in the
two games, and committed just
one error, compared to the
Bearcats three.
UMaine improved to 7-14
on their season, and 2-0 in
play.
East
America
Binghamton, who failed to
score a run fell to 0-2 in conference play and 4-11 overall.
UMaine had a rare 11 day
lay-off in between their last
game and their first conference
game against Binghamton.
Road games against Quinnipiac
and Fairfield were canceled last
weekend, as was a game in
Ithaca, N.Y. last Thursday
against Cornell. Saturday's second game against the Bearcats
was also postponed. No makeup date has been set.
The Black Bears will travel
on
Mass,
Amherst,
to
the
face
to
Wednesday
University of Massachusetts.
The teams are scheduled to
play a doubleheader beginning
at 2:00 p.m.
The two game series with
the Minutemen will be the last
non-conference series for the
Black Bears. UMass, who play
in the Atlantic 10 conference,
will bring an 11-9-1 record in
to Wednesday's match-up.
UMaine will play its first
home game Saturday against
conference opponent Hartford.
The Hawks are 2-5 and have
yet to play a conference game.
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the heartbreaks down with a
glass of Sam Adams and a cup of
chowder. We wore the blunders
and collapses in our weathered
From Page 20
caps. It was part of our character.
hopped. No longer did I pick up In all honesty us Sox fans loved
my telephone mild and muted, I it.
Not the lovable losers, we
was exuberant, exasperated and
most of all happy when that telly were bitter and nasty. We relrang. And boy did that phone ished it. Sox Nation had been
through the wars and we wanted
sound off.
people to know it. Could we still
Sox
the
Two months after
won,I received call after call, all complain? Would people care
wishing to discuss one topic: anymore?
faith rewarded. I would pick up
the phone and there waiting was
a friend from middle school
wishing to congratulate me on
the Sox. It was a glorious two
months.
Walk anywhere in Neiv
England with a Sox hat and you
were asking for a free hug. Walk
anywhere with a hat and a jersey
and you were guaranteed a free
trip to first base. No longer were
winters bleak and empty in New
England. The Northeast had
turned into Acapulco.
This was the year.
The alteration had serious
implications on the rest of my
so-called life. I had built myself
around losing. Anticipating the
Fast Forward five months.
worst. Bracing myself for the
question still is plaguing us
The
storm. And now suddenly and
old girlfriend from senior
an
like
yanked
been
violently I had
from my normal life to an unex- year in high school. Do we act
like "normal" fans, who are
plored world.
relaxed? My non-nation friends,
The world of a champion.
It is a life I and so many other the few of them, say stay calm.
faithful members of Red Sox You should have no worries now
Nation had never envisioned. I they tell me. Don't bother wormean we had but we hadn't. Yes, rying about Schilling's ankle
it was the dream of dreams, but they say, you just witnessed the
did we actually think it could best season in baseball history.
I feel almost guilty about
happen in our lifetime. Probably
stressing over Wade Miller's
not.
Like Louis and Clark I was shoulder. They are right. We
about to head out into uncharted were given a gift from above.
The Sox returned from the dead
land. Was I ready?
to vanquish their hated enemies
questions
Obviously certain
arose at the mention of the title: in the ALCS. The people who
come up with movie trailers
defending champions.
What would it be like know- couldn't come up with someing good things could happen to thing this good. I had nothing to
the B? Would the annual-col- be bitter be about, right?
But of course I did. I am a sox
lapse in July be as painful?
Would the taste of a Fenway fan. Bitter, rabid and passionate
Frank change after a 3-0 come- are part of our repertoire. I lose
that and what do I become? A
back?
Yankee fan. And that my friends
quesimportant
They were all
tions. As Red Sox fans, we savor is a horrible, rancid thing.
"This is the year."
any chance to revel in our strugAgain.
gles and woes. We swallowed

YEAR

No longer were
winters bleak and
empty in New
England. The
Northeast had
turned into
Acapulco.

We'll Pay you up to $300
To Park Your Car's:‘'Here
UCU Auto BuyBack Program
In just a few minutes, you could reduce your monthly payments and
your annual interest rate. PLUS we're paying you cash. ..
Loan Amount

Cash Payout

$5,000-10,000
$10,001-20,000
$20,001 & above

$100
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From Page 20
the bottom of the sixth
inning when Quintal led off the
inning with a team-high third
home run of the season for a 3-0
lead. McGraw followed with his
second double of the game and
advanced to third on a wild
pitch. McGraw scored when
Izaryk hit a sacrifice fly.
Ferriggi followed the run with a
double when Gambale reached
on an error. Ferriggi advance to
third. Hough was walked to load
the bases. UMaine's last run
came when Creek was walked to
score Ferriggi for the 5-0 lead.
Going into the ninth, UMaine
was looking for their third

came in

shutout of the season, but
Hartford's Ryan Cuscovich
homered to break up the bid
with two outs left in the inning.
Similar to Sunday, UMaine
received another tremendous
effort from their starting pitcher.
Steve Richard went seven
innings and allowed just five
hits and no runs. He improved to
4-0 on the season while winning
his fourth game in a row. He
struck out eight batters for his
third straight game that he has
stuck out at least eight.
UMaine's relief effort was
spearheaded by Nolan Boike
and Martin, as they combined to
pitch two innings where they
each gave up a hit.
UMaine's next game will be
away at Central Connecticut
State on Wednesday at 1 P.M.

key athletes to the spring competition that will make an instant impact
on scoring including, Mike Leconte,
who competed in the Junior World
From Page 20
Discus Championships,jumper Ken
Kathryn Souviney was third in Savary, Andy Caron and from the
15.17 in the 100 meter hurdles and men's basketball team David
was also second in the javelin throw Dubois.
In the meet, Anthony Morgan
at 34.41 meters. Jessica Hudec was
third in the hammer throw at
was
steeplechase
3000-meter
the
in
third
meters and third in the discus
46.25
in 12:43. 69. The 4-by-100 meter
meters. Jesse Ludwig was
38.73
at
relay team finished second in 50.32.
the long jump at 6.41
in
third
In the field events, Erin Hatch was
was second in the
Savary
meters.
1.55
jump,
clearing
third in the high
13.07 meters.
going
triple
jump,
in
fourth
was
Scaldaferri
and
meters
the long jump at 5.24 meters. Christopher Warren was third at
Freshman Micralyn Wiechmann 1.84 meters in the high jump. Ivi
was third in the discus with a thr6w Nwosu was third in the 200-meters
of 37.26 meters and Clarissa with a time of 22.32 and was also
Michalak was fourth in the hammer third in the 100-meters at 11.14.
Eric Libby was fifth in the 400throw at 40.63 meters.
The men's team welcomed a few meters with a time of 50.85.

MEET

LASSIFIEDS
Classes
UNIVERSITY BARTENDNG CLASSES
START SOON!
1-800-U-CAN-MIX
WWW.UNIVERSITYBARTENDING.COM
SIGN UP NOW!
For Rent
New 3BR house in Old
Town heated $1200.
827-4336
Old Town 2BR Apt. No
Pets. 827-7231
1 3+5 BR Apts 5BR,sleep 6
$1200+Utils 3BR Inclue
Utilities $900 469-7839

ing, call 866-3330
ORONO -5 br apt., heat,
hot water, lights, cable
included, call 866-3330
Eff. 1,2,3,4 Br. APTS 5 Br.
house heat +hot water incl.
Orono & Old Town lease
and Depo 827-4561
1,2,3,4,5 bed apts avail.
next school year. Call
Chad: 990-2271

Assistance
Got conflict? We can help!
UMaine Mediators, 5812639

So what are you waiting for?
Ask a UCU representative about refinancing your current auto loan
or financing your next purchase with UCU.
Apply online WWW-ucu.maine.edu

UCU
UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION
The Way Financial Services Should Be
111111111111111PSY

111:11A

Orono

Portland

Bangor

800-696-8628

800-455-1906

866-875-5053

Percentage Rine on nem .chieles With WT,,. up to 24'inhibit KIUIIfl automat. r..1)-nwfit
•2.99%
thr tnors, inkinnation an ratek terms and
Inani aI.a 11 Checking accinuit. main
without notion.
chip
Hani,i not Cif ihk, RAW
tn-hoo,

, 7 Bedroom House
SCREENPORCH,PARKING,INCLUDES
UT1LS$2275 AVG.pp
$325 469-7839
ORONO -2 br. apts., heat
included; plenty of park-

Advertise in The Maine
Campus. Call 581-1273
between 8:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. to place your
classified advertisement.
www.mainecampus.com
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WOOD CHUCK — A female member of the UMaine Woodsmen team takes some time on March 22nd to show up her
male counterparts. The Black Bears are currently in their 46th year at the university.

WARRIORS OF THE WOOD
UMaine Woodsmen take 46th year as club in stride, prepare for big Spring Meet
By Micheal Dabrieo
For The Maine Campus
hopping wood at an arduous pace is not
everyone's idea of a fun day in the
woods, but for senior Thomas Coleman
and the University of Maine's

C

events are team based, and are performed in doubles, triples or as an entire team, which consists
of six members. The UMaine squad has an A
team, B team and a women's squad. Team
events include the pulp throw, which is a traditional woodsman's event. In this event,the team
must throw planks of wood pulp across a twenty

Woodsman Team,thdte is nothing sweeter.
The club has existed at the University for 46

foot pit and in between two stakes: the purpose
of the event is accuracy. The first team to place

years and is enriched in tradition.
"My father was a member," Coleman said.
According to Coleman,during the past year
alumni have visited and participated in competitions for fun.
"The alumni are allowed to cheat," said
Coleman, laughing,"but they are just there for
fun."
Coleman, a Forest Operations major, is the
captain of the team and has been a member since
his freshman year.
The UMaine team has a much more serious
approach to their competitions. The team, unlike
most varsity sports, competes year round, with
meets in the fall, winter and spring, regardless of
weather. The team battles with such schools as
Unity, Penn State, Colby, Dartmouth and many
others from New York and even as far as Nova
Scotia.
Competitions are day long events, starting at
7:30 in the morning with events such as the
speed-pole climb. In this event a person must
shimmy up a pole varying from 35 to 60 feet in
height in the least amount of time possible. Most

48 planks in between the stakes wins,
Other teams events include the log roll, in
which the team must roll a log through an obstade course, going down and up a rail system.
There is also the occasional snow-shoe race in
the winter time and many different wood chopping and chain-saw events. Most events are
based on time.
"It's not a sport in which you get a huge fan
base," Coleman said of attendance at the home
competitions. But that does not stop the UMaine
Woodsmen from having a strong presence on
campus..
"I don't mind it, it's kind of nice when you
don't have people watching what you are doing,"
said Coleman.
However,the small fan base coupled with the
fact that it is a club sport, means that the UMaine
Woodsmen must work hand to raise funds to
compete and buy equipment. The equipment
alone costs a surprisingly hefty price: a single
saw amounts to more than $1,000, and an equal
amount to sharpen it. The team raises money by
doing what it does best — chopping wood.

"We raise all of our own funds, we chop
wood and we have a big raffle every year,"
Coleman said. The team is sponsored by several
local businesses who provide printed T-shirts
each year and a new chain saw every other year.
The team also does demonstrations during
homecoming week and Spring Fling,showing
off their incredible speed and technique. The

Woodsmen meet twice a week for practice, but
practice individually every day, working hard to
attain their goals.
Their ultimate goal is the Spring Meet, held in
April. This is the championship of the year for
the Woodsmen, where the whole year cuhninates. At the Spring Meet,in New York this
year, new events are included along with traclitional events such as fly casting and canoeing.
The idea is that it is a "Woodsmen's" Club, and
not just a wood-chopping one, so the teams
should be tested on their abilities as outdoorsmen
and women. Beyond this championship is the
Collegiate Championship sponsored by Steel
which is aired on ESPN. Despite the high profile
of the professional woodsmen,Coleman reiterates the importance of the fun involved in the
sport.
"You don't make a living out of this, you do it
for fun," Coleman said. "Even the greatest guys
chop wood during the week, and the do competitions on the weekends if they can."
The Woodsmen competed this weekend
against Colby. As of press time, the results were
unavailable.

-4,
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Members of the UMaine Woodsmen particpates in a series of events at home in March.
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Black Bears soak up victories in Beantown
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
Although the rain storm that
plagued much of New England on
Saturday canceled one of their

Baseball
games, the University of Maine
baseball team hauled in a pair of
wins against Vermont and Hartford
at Northeastern University.
With the sweep over their
America East opponents, UMaine's
record improved to 11-8 on the year.

Sunday's 5-2 win against the
Catamounts, was anchored by a
sensational performance from junior Greg Norton who pitched seven
innings allowing two runs and
three hits. The win improved his
record to 4-1. Not only did Norton
pick up his fourth victory on the
year but Troy Martin worked the
final two innings to earn his teamleading third save of the season.
UMaine jumped out to an early
1-0 lead in the top of the first
inning when Joe Hough led off the
game with a bunt single. Aaron
Izaryk followed up Hough, hitting

into a fielder's choice. Joel Barrett
hit an RBI double scoring Izaryk.
After Vermont took a 2-1 lead in
the fifth, the Black Bears snatched
the lead for good in the later half of
the inning when Mike Ferriggi led
off with a double to center field.
After Steve Gambale garnered
a walk, Hough advanced both
base runners with a sacrifice
bunt. In the next at-bat, an Izaryk
single scored Ferriggi to tie the
game at 2-2. Afterwards, Barrett
was walked to load the bases,
which saw Greg Creek hit an RBI
single to left to score Gambale,

giving UMaine the lead.
The following inning saw
UMaine add an insurance run as a
Gambale single saw Ryan Qunital
cross home plate for a 4-2 lead.
Maine's second insurance run
came in the top of the eighth
inning. For the second time in the
game, UMaine was able to load the
bases as Hough capitalized with an
RBI single to give the Black Bears
the 5-2 lead.
The Black Bears'opening game
of the weekend may have been a
sign of things to come, as they had
an offensive explosion en route to a

Spring Step

5-1 victory over Hartford on
Friday. UMaine opened the scoring
in the bottom of the second inning
as Matt McGraw led off with a
double. Curt Smith followed with
a walk. Afterwards, Ferriggi hit an
RBI single to give Maine a 1-0
lead.
The Black Bears increased their
lead in the bottom of the third,
when Creek hit his first career
triple and later scored when Barrett
hit a sacrifice fly.
The barrage of UMaine's runs
See SOAK on Page 18

'This year'
brings a whole
new feeling to
Sox Nation
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
Every year I have entered the
month of April with the same
slogan. The Same phrase. The
same hopeful quote.

Commentary
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REACHING OUT— Montel Owens reaches for the football during Saturday morning's first pre-season practice. The following two weeks will feature a series of spring practices in hopes of retooling before the summer months.

UM silences Bearcats
Softball team begins league play in New York
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
After going nearly two
weeks without playing a game
due to cancellations, the
University of Maine softball
team jumped right into its conference season. The Black
Bears traveled to Binghamton,
N.Y. on Friday to face the
Bearcats, their first America
East opponent of the year.
UMaine won the America East
Championship last season.
With two wins to open the conference season this year, the
Black Bears are poised to
defend their title.
UMaine scored in the top of
the first inning in the first game
of Friday's game, when
Brittany Cheney singled to cen-

ter field and brought home
Lauren Dulkis from third.
A pop-out in the top of the
third by Cheney, brought catcher Lindsey Tibbetts around to
score on the tag-up for
UMaine's second run.
While the Black Bears have
had trouble at times scoring
runs during the season,
Cheney's two RBI's were all
they needed to seal the victory,
thanks to stellar pitching by
Sarah Bennis. Bennis gave up
just three hits in the full seven
innings. She had eight strikeouts and improved her season
record to 4-5.
In Saturday's game it was
Jenna Merchant and Alexis
Pullen who shared the circle for
See PLAY on Page 18

Track squads return home
after pivotal transition meet
By Meghann Burnett
For The Maine Campus

took second in the 800 meters at
2:13.61."We run cross country in
the fall, then indoor track and
The University of Maine then we start training for outdoor,
men's and women's track and where we have progressed into
field teams began the transition the best shape due to the yearfrom the indoor to spring track round training."
Heather Jovanelli was third in
season on March 27th against the
Naval Academy in Annapolis, the 1,500-meters in 4:47.10 and
MD.In the four-team men's meet, senior Silvia Scaldaferri was
the Black Bears score 124 points fourth in the 100-meters with a
to finish second, while the women time of 13.21.
"The transition is often shockscored 79 points to take third in
ing to make, not only because of
the five-team meet.
For the women, Stephanie the elements but because of the
McCusker won the only event for size of the track," Scaldaferri
the Black Bears, going 11.08 said. "But having competed
meters in the triple jump. Lindsay indoor for a whole season already,
Burlock was second in the 400 most athletes don't get as nervous
when it's time to compete outmeters in 59.26.
"We train all year for this sea- doors."
son, especially the long-distance
girls," said liana Pelletier, who
See MEET on Page 18

Like every member of the
illustrious Red Sox Nation, it
has become engrained into my
vocabulary. It was a fixture of
my language. It was my "hasta
la vista baby" or my "shaken not
stirred." It was my curse. If you
wanted to take a walk in my
shoes, all you needed to do was
look no further than that little
sentence. My life could be
summed up in one inspiringly
optimistic phrase.
"This is the year."
It defined me. My life was
"The Shawshank Redemption"
on rewind. All I did was hope.
And hope some more. I thought
things had to change. They just
had to. Like my team, was I forever suppose to get so close only
to fall? I couldn't be the kid
who spent every Friday night
alone watching the ending of
"Hoosiers" over and over again,
right? I had to get the girl at
some point, at least I thought.
There was never much hope for
that, just a fools hope.
Then came that fateful
October evening when everything would change forever. It
was the moment of reversal. In
one fine, crystallizing moment,
all my worries and struggles
were washed clean. Nothing
could hit me like it once could.
Failed Exam. No problem.
Flat Tire. Give me a break. Dog
dies. Come on, I didn't even like
the mutt in the first place.
The Sox had won the World
Series. Things were good. Real
good.
My life was like one big Paul
Simon muisc video. Instead of
walking from place to place, I
See YEAR on Page 18

